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DEPOSITS IN NOTO PENINSULA, CENTRAL JAPAN-iV 

A PALYNOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE LATE MIOCENE TSUKADA MEMBER* 
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Introduction 

Diatomaceous deposits occur at differ
ent stratigraphical horizons in the Neo
gene system of the Noto Peninsula, Ishi
kawa Prefecture, Central Japan. These 
diatomaceous deposits are classified into 
four horizons which range in age from 
the Middle to Late Miocene. The writer 
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has been studying the fossil pollen 
grains and spores found from these dia
tomaceous deposits, and a part of the 

* Received April 30, 1971; read June 15, 
1969, at Yokohama. Contribution from the 
Institute of Earth Science, Faculty of Edu· 
cation, Kanazawa University, New Series 
No. 19. 
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results appeared concerning the Late 
Miocece Wakura diatomaceous mudstone 
Member (the first report; Fun, 1969a), 
the Middle Yamatoda diatomaceous mud
stone Member (the second report; Fun, 
1969b), and the Late Miocene Hijirikawa 
diatomaceous mudstone Member (the 
third report ; Fun, 1970). 

The present report, the fourth of the 
series, records the result of palynologi
·cal analysis of the Late Miocene Tsu
kada diatomaceous mudstone Member, a 
unit which is distributed locally in Wa
jima City in the northern part of Not.o 
Peninsula, Ishikawa Prefecture. 

The scope of the study, based on the 
microfossils, is to make a systematic de
scription of the microfossils, and to in
terpret the paleoclimatic condition and 
paleogeographical environment under 
which the Tsukada Member was depos
ited during the Otokawa stage of the 
Late Miocene age. Further, an attempt 
is made for correlation and comparison 
of the conditions and environment of 
the Tsukada Member with the W akura, 
Hijirikawa and I'izuka diatomaceous 
members distributed in Noto Peninsula. 
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Text-fig. 1. Geological map of the Wajima area, central part of Noto Peninsula, Central 
Japan (Compiled by FUJI, 1969; after; N. MATSU'URA, 1955; N. FUJI, 1968) 1: Alluvial de
posits, 2: Lower terrace deposits, 3: Middle terrace deposits, 4: Upper terrace deposits, 5: 
Upper mudstone part of the Tsukada Member, 6: Siliceous sandy tuff, 7: Lower mudstone 
part of the Tsukada Member, 8: Coarse-grained sandstone part of the Tsukada Member, 9: 
Wajima-zaki Member, 10: Awakura Member, 11: Wajima Member, 12: Operculina calcareous 
sandstone, 13: Nawamata Member, 14: animal fossils, 15: fault, 16: strike and dip, 17: plant 
fossils. 
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Outline of the geology 

Many diatomaceous muddy deposits of 
Neogene age are distributed widely in 
the central and northern parts of the 
Noto Peninsula. They are mainly com
posed of homogeneous silty mudstone 
characterized with abundant fossil mi
croorganisms, especially diatoms and 
silicoflagellates. In the W ajima area of 
the northwestern part of the peninsula, 
the diatomaceous deposits are distribut
ed very locally, and their rock-facies 
are variable. In the Wajima area where 
the Late Miocene Tsukada Member is 
distributed the Neogene deposits are 
classified into two formations and five 
members in ascending order as follows; 
the Anamizu Formation, the Nawamata 
coarse-grained sandstone and mudstone 
Member, Wajima sandstone, sandy mud
stone and tuffaceous mudstone alter
nation Member, Awakura sandy tuff 
Member, Wajima-zaki sandstone Member, 
Tsukada diatomaceous mudstone Mem
ber and the Late Pleistocene terrace 
deposits. 

Some opinions about the stratigraphi
cal succession of the Neogene deposits 
in the Wajima area were stated by many 
stratigraphers, namely, Yanosuke OTU
KA (1946), Nobuomi MATSU'URA (1955, 
MS) and Yoshio KASENO (1963). The 
writer studied the stratigraphy of this 
area in the spring and summer seasons 
of 1967, and collected some samples for 
palynological investigation in the spring 
season of 1968. The other samples were 
obtained from a well drilled in this area 
for the research on the diatom earth 
distributed widely in the Noto Peninsula. 
The sampling localities and stratigraphi
cal horizons of the materials from the 
Tsukada Member are shown in Text
figs. 1 and 2. 

According to the writer's geological 

survey, these stratigraphical units are, 
as mentioned below, in ascending order .. 

The Anamizu Formation: This formation, 
is not only distributed in the Wajima area,. 
but also widely in the northwestern and, 
central parts of Noto Peninsula. It is gen-· 
erally classified in the northwestern part of 
Noto Peninsula into andesitic lava and an-
desitic pyroclastic rocks intercalated with 
dacitic pyroclastic rocks a11d thin basaltic 
lava. The stratigraphical succession of this. 
formation is different in different localities,. 
and also most of these rocks are disturbed 
by crustal movements such as faults and 
folds. 

The fine-grained sandstone and siltstone·. 
intercalated in the pyroclastic rocks of this. 
formation yielded many fragments of plants,. 
namely, at Konogi, lkuru and Soyama near· 
Anamizu Metasequoia occidentalis, Glyptostro- · 
bus europaeus, Acer sp., Lindera sp., Machilus 
sp. and Hemitrapa sp., and also small forami
nifers from the medium- or fine-grained sand-
stone. Bunolophodon was found from the' 
tuffaceous sandstone exposed at Hosoya 
(SHIKAMA, T., 1936). 

Dacite developed very locally at Okamoto,. 
ln'nai and Okazuka near Wajima is inter
calated with a welded tuff bearing dacitic·. 
tuff, and is about 85 meters in thickness. 

Basalt occurs very locally at Okazuka, Yo-
koji and Kirita, and lithologically is an oli- · 
vine two pyroxene basalt. The lava is about 
10 meters in thickness. The stratigraphical 
relationship between the dacite and basalt is 
uncertain. 

Andesite, overlain with unconformity by 
the dacite and basalt above-mentioned, is. 
generally classified into two pyroxene an
desite, hypersthene andesite, augite andes
ite and their agglomerates. Two pyroxene· 
andesite is distributed widely in the eastern 
and southern parts of Wajima City and is. 
more extensive compared with the other vol
canic rocks above-noted. 

................ unconformity 

The Nawamata sandstone and mudstone al-· 
ternation Member: This member is distri-
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c•buted widely in the northwestern part of 
Noto Peninsula, namely, in the area from 
Wajima City to Monzen Town and the coastal 

:area of western Noto Peninsula. The distri
bution of this member is about 7 km in 
breadth from north to south, and the principal 

. geological structure in and around the sur
veyed area is the undulated folding structure 

•of repeated anticlinal and synclinal structures 
which trend in ENE-WSW direction. 

The member overlies with unconformity 
--dacitic pyroclastic rocks intercalated with 
·some welded tuff layers and basalts. These 
.belong to the upper part of the Anamizu 
Formation in the area from the south of 
Wajima Station to Nawamata. On the other 
hand, in the area of Nawamata, the pyro

·clastic rocks and andesite of the Anamizu 
Formation are overlain by the member with 
·unconformity. 

The rock-facies of this member is composed 
_generally of an alternation of dark brown or 
bluish green medium- or coarse-grained sand

:stone and dark grayish brown or bluish gray 
mudstone partly intercalated with thin con
_glomerate layers. 

The member yielded many fossil plants as 
Metasequoia japonica, Liquidambar formosan a, 
Fagus sp., Platanus sp., Maries sp., Cedrela 
:sp., Ficus sp., Benzoin umbellatum, siliceous 
wood stumps. No marine fauna has been 
found from this member. 

This member attains about 500 meters in 
·maximum thickness. 

conformity 

The Awakura sandy tuff Member: This 
. member is distributed very locally in the 
Wajima area, namely, Ippon-matsu Park, 
Ezoana, Koise and Wajima-zaki. The type 

:locality of the member is an outcrop north 
·of Ippon-matsu Park in Wajima City. 

The upper part and lower part of the 
.member are correlated respectively with the 
Awakura tuff Member and the upper part of 
the Wajima sandstone Member named by the 
:late Y. ChcKA (1946). 

The rock-facies of this member is composed 
·of pumiceous tuff, pumice-bearing tuffa
-ceous sandstone, sandy pumiceous tuff and 

medium- or fine-grained sandstone partly 
intercalated with thin hard coarse-grained 
sandstone. This member is composed of a 
pumiceous facies. 

The Awakura Member overlies with con
formity the Wajima-zaki Member. The mem
ber is variable in thickness, that is, measur
ing about 40 meters at the Ippon-matsu Park 
and about 10 meters at Wajima-zaki. 

conformity -

The Wajima-zaki sandstone Member: This 
member is distributed only at Wajima-zaki 
Cape in the north part of Wajima City, 
therefore, it was named as the Wajima-zaki 
sandstone Member by MATSU'URA (1.955, MS). 

The member is classified into three parts 
lithologically, namely, the lower part is com
posed mainly of hard calcareous sandstone 
intercalated with some nodule layers and 
attaining about 35 meters in thickness, the 
middle part is of homogeneous calcareous 
fine-grained sandstone of about 30 meters in 
thickness, and the upper part consists of 
glauconitic coarse-grained sandstone with 
dark colored pebbles and attains about 5 
meters in thickness. 

The member yielded fossil animals, espe
cially pelecypods and brachiopods etc. These 
fossils are as follows: 

Lower part: Chlamys sp., Balanus sp., Gry
Phus cfr. davidsoni, G. cfr. hanzawai HA
TAI, G. sp., Laqueus cfr. rubellus (Sow
ERBY), L. sp., and also plant fragments. 

Middle part: Linthia nipponica Yosi-IIWARA, 
Isurus hastatis (AGASSIZ), Dentalium sp., 
Balanus sp., and plant fragments . 

Upper part: Chlamys crassivenia (YoKOYA· 
:'>IA), Lucinoma acutilineata (Co:o-;RAD), L. 
sp., Turbonilla sp., and plant fragments. 

Based on Linthia nipponica YosJ·IIWARA 
found from the middle part, the member is 
correlated with the Tsukada Member. This 
view is supported from rock-facies, which is 
similar to that of the Tsukada Member, and 
by that the upper part of the Wajima-zaki 
Member consists of glauconitic sandstone. 

This member is stratigraphically equivalent 
to the lower part of the Tsukada Member. 
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-interfingering with the Tsukada Member-

The Tsukada diatomaceous mudstone Mem
ber: This member is distributed very locally 
at Ippon-matsu Park and Tsukada in the 
southeastern part of Wajima City. The type 
locality of the member is in the Tsukada 
area east of the Ippon-matsu Park. 

The member is classified into two parts 
by the siliceous shale layer or thin sandy 
tuff layer. 

The lower part is of coarse-grained sand
stone and calcareous; it contains many nod
ules. It yielded some marine molluscan fos
sils as Gryphus sp., Laqueus sp., Linthia nip
ponica and lsurus hastalis etc., and is about 
40 meters in thickness. 

The upper part is light yellowish brown 
(weathered part) or dark greenish blue (fresh 
part), homogeneous, massive diatomaceous 
mudstone intercalated with some thin cal
careous nodules and dark colored glauconitic 
fine-grained sandstone layers. The megafos
sils are rare in the upper part, but comprised 
such as, Chlamys crassivenia and Lucinoma 
acutilineata etc. Microfossils such as diatoms, 
sponge spicules, spores and pollen grains are 
common, that is, the homogeneous massive 
mudstone of the upper part yielded. Actyno
ptychus undulata A.S., Coscinodiscus actino
chilus EHR., C. centra/is EHR., C. elegans 
GREY., C. gigas EHR., C. lineatus EHR., C. 

marginatus EHR., C. aculus EHR., C. perforatus 
Eim., C. radiatus EHR., Grammatophora ace
anica (EHR.) GRUN. 

The thickness of the upper part is about 
20 meters, and that of the lower part about 
40 meters. 

unconformity ..... 

The I nabune terrace deposits: The Inabune 
terrace deposits are composed of clay, and 

·sand and gravel. The Inabune terrace is 
classified into three terrace levels according 
to height above sea level, namely, (1) high 
terrace, (2) middle terrace and (3) lower 
terrace. The high terrace is distributed 
locally in the areas west of Inabune and 
northwest of Nishi-6no, and its height is 
about 80 meters above the present sea level. 

The middle terrace is distributed in the 

areas west of Inabune and the Ippon-matsu· 
Park, and is about 30 to 50 meters above the· 
present sea level in height. 

The lower terrace is distributed at Takuda, 
and Futatsuya, and its height is about 20· 
meters above the present sea level. From 
the viewpoint of height of these terraces the· 
lower and middle terrace deposits are cor
related with the Late Pleistocene age, perhaps. 
the Hiradoko transgression age in the I-Io
kuriku district or the Shimosueyoshi age in. 
the Kwanto district. 

The Neogene deposits in the Wajima 
area show gently folded structure, and 
there are two synclinal basins and anti· 
clinal structure, namely. 

(1) K6nosu-Kekachi anticline which 
has NE-SW trend in the south· 
ern part of the W ajima area, 

(2) Wajima-Warabino "buried" anti
cline, 

(3) Tsukada syncline, 
(4) Wajima-zaki syncline. 

Palynological research 

(1) Foreword 
The writer has been studying the· 

Neogene system which occurs in Noto· 
Peninsula, especially the diatomaceous. 
deposits, and has already summarized 
on the fossil pollen and spore assem· 
blage of the Late Miocene Wakura (FUJL 
1969a), Middle Miocene Yamatoda (FUJI, 
1969b), and Pliocene Oginoya and Late 
Miocene Hijirikawa (FUJI, 1969c) mem
bers. 

The present paper is the fourth report 
of the series. 

The purpose of the present study is. 
to interpret the significance of the pol
len grains and spores found from the 
samples collected from the Late Miocene 
Tsukada Member, mainly in terms of 
paleoclimatic condition and paleogeo
graphical environment. 
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Text-fig. 2. Columnar section showing 

the sampling horizons of the Tsukada, 
Awakura and Nawamata members and 
lnabune deposits. 

(2) Sampling 
The samples analysed in the present 

investigation were collected by the writer 
in the spring season of 1968. The other 
three samples (abbreviation: T -1) were 
obtained from a well drilled for the 
research of the diatom earth which is 
distributed locally in the Wajima area. 
The samples treated in connection with 
the present research are 19 samples in 
total. The localities and stratigraphical 
horizons in the Tsukada Member of 
these samples are shown in Text-figs. 
1, 2 and 3. 

Of the samples collected from some 
outcrops, one sample consisted of three 
to five pieces of rock ever collected at 
random along the length of one meter, 
measured parallel to the stratification of 
the member. 

(3) Preparation of materials and method 
of study 

The preparation of the materials and 
method of study for the palynological 
investigation are the same as described 
in the previous papers (FUJI, 1969a and 
1969c). 

All of the slides containing the speci
mens registered in the present research 
are deposited in the collection of the 
Institute of Earth Science, Faculty of 
Education, Kanazawa University (regis
ter abbreviation: EKZJ), Kanazawa, Ishi
kawa Prefecture, Central Japan. 

(4) Description of the assemblages 
The assemblage of the fossil pollen 

grains and spores found from the analy
sed 19 samples is shown in Text-figs. 4 
and 5, and is explained as follows in 
descending order. 

Sample T -1-6.35: 
This sample which belongs to the Ina

bune terrace deposits belongs to the 
lowermost horizon of the deposits. It 
was taken from the well drilled at Lo-

. cality No. T -1 situated in Ippon-matsu 
Park about 500 meters east of Wajima 
Station of the Japanese National Rail
way Nanao Line, Wajima, Ishikawa Pre
fecture. Depth of the sample is 6.35 
meters below the present ground surface. 
The sample is fairly weathered and is a 
light yellowish brown decomposed clayey 
mud. The lower part of the Inabune 
terrace deposits distributed in Ippon
matsu Park becomes the decomposed 
clayey mud at almost all part of the 
outcrop and these deposits are probably 
derived from the Tsukada diatomaceous 
mudstone Member. The decomposed 
mud has been used as "Jinoko" which is 
a kind of powder painted on the Japa
nese lacquer-ware named as "Wajima
nuri ". 

The fossil pollen grains and spores. 
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T~xt-fig. 3. Columnar sections showing the sampling horizons and the relationship 
between them. A: Takuda area, B: Wajima Hospital, C: Ippon-matsu Park, D: Inabune 
area, E: Locality No. T -1 (the well drilled) in Ippon-matsu Park, 1, 2, 3, .... 15, 16, Tl-
6.35, Tl-24, T1-25: sampling horizons (refer to Text-fig. 2) ; a: sand, mud and gravel of 
the Pleistocene terrace deposits, b: mudstone, c: hard siliceous shale, d : fine- and medium
grained sandstone, e: conglomerate, f: tuffaceous sandstone with nodules, g: alternation 
of sandstone and tuff, h :. tuff, i: tuffaceous sandstone, j: hard coarse-grained sandstone, 
k : micaceous sandy mudstone, I : tuffaceous sandy mudstone, m: Operculina calcareous 
sandstone. 

found from the sample are less than 200 
specimens in total. The writer, there
fore, can not carry out right statistical 
treatment in connection with the sample. 
This sample yielded; Gymnosperm-five 
genera; Dicotyledon-six genera and two 
subgenera; Monocotyledon-one family 
and one genus; Pteridophyta-two genera; 
two indeterminable grains. Among them, 
Pinus, Nympaeaceae, Inapertipollenites 
and Inapertisporites are abundant, and 
Picea, Abies, Tsuga, evergreen and deci
duous Quercus, Alnus, Zelkova and 
Nuphar are common. The grains such 
as Taxodiaceae, Fagus, Betula, juglans, 

Acer, jyfyriophyllum, Tilia, Lycopodium 
and Osmunda are rare in a relative 
frequency. 

Sample 1: 
The composite sample from Locality 

No. 1, situated at about 100m west of 
Takuda, was examined for the present 
study. Locality No. 1 (Text-fig. 1) be
longs to the uppermost horizon of the 
upper part of the Tsukada Member. The 
sample yielded, Gymnosperm-five genera 
(37.%); Dicotyledon-11 genera and two 
subgenera (49.%) ; Monocotyledon-two 
families (6%) ; spore-three genera (8.%). 
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Among these groups, deciduous Quercus, 
Picea, Abies and Pinus are abundant and 
amount to 42% of the total frequency. 
The fossil pollen grain of deciduous 
Quercus totals 16%. Taxodiaceae and 
evergreen Quercus are common (ranging 
from 6 to 9%), both 9%. Tsuga, Fagus. 
Ulmus, Alnus, Celtis, Betula, ]uglans, 
Acer, Castanea, Zelkova, Tilia, Persicaria, 
Gramineae, Nympaceae, Lycopodium, Os· 
munda, Pteridium, Inapertipollenites and 
Inapertisporites are rare. 

As shown in some text-figures, plants 
having different habitats are distingui· 
shed among the treated composite sam· 
ple. All of these genera which are re· 
presentative plant of a warmer tern· 
perate and subtropical region, are deno
ted by the component "B ", amounting 

Picea+Abies 
Tsuga 
Taxodiaceae 
Fagus 
SaliX 
Ulmus 
Quercus e_ 
Alnus d 
Celtis 
Betula 
Jug fans 
Pterocarya 
Cary/us 
Acer 
Castanea 
Corya 
Ze/kovo 
Styrax 
Myriophyllum 
Carpinus 
Till a 
L iquidambor 
Per sicar Ia 
Gramineae 
Nuphar 
Nym phaeaceae 
Lycopodium 
Os munda 
Pteridium 
P leur ice /Ia es P
Polyadosporifes 
I nape rti po!/e n ite 
Ina erfisporifes 

Tsu kada 

to 11%. The cooler temperate plants 
denoted by " C " reach 58% of the total. 
Whereas the other elements denoted by 
"A" amount to 31%. 

Sample 2: 
The mixed sample was collected from 

an outcrop of Locality No. 2 (Text-fig. 
1), where is situated at about 200m just 
west of Takuda. It belongs to the mid
dle horizon of the upper part of the 
Tsukada Member. 

The sample yielded; Gymnosperm-five 
genera; Dicotyledon-12 genera and two 
subgenera; Monocotyledon-two families 
and one genus; spores-six genera. 
Among them, Pinus is very abundant, 
showing the highest concentration (20%) 
in this composite sample. The genus 

Member 

Text-fig. 4. Pollen diagram (1) of the Tsukada Member. 
Numbers refer to Text-figs. 1, 2 and 3. 
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Quercus is classified into two types, one 
is of large size and other of small size, 
based on the diameter of the pollen 
grain, and the latter belongs to the 
evergreen type. Picea, Abies and deci
duous Quercus are abundant, ranging 
from 10 to 19%. Taxodiaceae is com
mon, and the other pollen grains such 
as Tsuga, Fagus, evergreen Quercus, and 
Zelkova are rare. Gymnosperm, Dicoty
ledon, Monocotyledon and spore group 
are 41%, 41%, 6% and 12%, respectively. 

The component "A", "B" and "C" 
are respectively 27, 6 and 67%. 

Sample 13: 
As shown in Text-fig. 1, the mixed 

sample was collected from Locality No. 
13, at about 500 m northeast of the Wa
jima Station, lppon-matsu Parle The 
horizon of the sample is similar to the 
horizon of Sample 2 above-mentioned. 
From the mixed sample, Taxodiaceae, 
Picea and Abies are very abundant, and 
the pollen grain of Taxodi::tceae is the 
highest frequency in the sample. Pinus 
is common, amounting to 10%. The oth
ers are rare. Gymnosperm, Dicotyledon, 
Monocotyledon and spores contain res
pectively four genera and one family 
(49% in total), 11 genera and two sub
genera (36%), one genus and two fami
lies (10%). and three genera (5%). 

The component "A", "B" and "C" 
are respectively 31, 8 and 61%. 

SamjJle 3: 
The sample from Locality No. 3 situ

ated at about 100m just southwest of 
Locality No.2, Takuda, occupies stratig
raphically the lowermost horizon of the 
upper part of the Tsukada Member. In 
the sample, Picea and Abies are very 
abundant, its frequency being 28%. The 
deciduous Quercus, Pinus and Taxodia
ceae are abundant, and evergreen Quer-

cus is common. The other genera and 
families shown in Text-fig. 4 are rare. 

Gymnosperm, Dicotyledon, Monocoty
ledon and spores are respectively 55% 
(four genera and one family), 38% (eight 
genera and two subgenera), 3% (two 
families) and 4% (three genera). 

The element "A" amounts to 27%, 
element "B" to 9%, and element "C" 
to 64%. The non-arboreal pollen grains 
denoted by NA amounts only to 7% in 
total, and the arboreal pollen grains 93%. 

Sample 4: 
As shown in Text-fig. 1, the mixed 

sample, which was collected from Loca
lity No. 4, at about 50 m southwest of 
Locality No. 3, Takuda, was treated for 
the present study. The horizon of Loca
lity No. 4 belongs to the lowermost of 
the upper part of the Tsukada Member. 
The rockfacies of the sample is a sili
ceous shale lithologically and many field 
geologists classify the Tsukada Member 
into the upper and lower parts by the 
siliceous shale. 

The composite sample yielded; Gym
nosperm-four genera and one family 
(42%); Dicotyledon-12 genera and two 
subgenera (50%) ; Monocotyledon-two 
genera (6%). Among them, Pinus is 
very abundant and amounts to 20% of 
the total frequency, being the highest 
per centage in the composite sample. 
Picea; Abies and deciduous Quercus are 
abundant. Tsuga, Taxodiaceae, Fagus 
and Persicaria are common, and the 
other pollen grains such as Ulmus, 
evergreen Quercus, Alnus, ]uglans, Ptero
carya, Acer, Castanea, Zelkova, lvfyrio
phyllum, Tilia, Liquidamber, Persicaria, 
Gramineae and Nympaeaceae are fre
quent, amounting to about 40% in the 
total frequency. 

The component "A", " B" and "C" 
are respectively 27, 7 and 66%. 
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Text-fig. 5. Pollen diagram (2) of the Tsukada, N a wamata and Awakura Members, 
and the Pleistocene Inabune deposits. Numbers refer to Text-figs. 1, 2 and 3. 

Sample 5: 
The mixed sample from Locality No. 

5, situated at about 80 m southwest of 
Locality No. 4. Takuda, occupies strati
graphically the uppermost horizon of 
the lower part of the Tsukada Member. 

The composite sample yielded; Gym
nosperm-four genera and one family, 
amounting to 43%; Dicotyledon-13 gen
era and two subgenera, amounting to 
49% ; Monocotyledon-one family, being 
five per cent; spores-three genera, being 
three per cent. Among them, Taxodia
ceae is very abundant and the highest 
per cent (20%) in the total frequency. 
Deciduous Quercus and Pinus are abun
dant, being respectively 14 and 13%. 

Picea, Abies and evergreen Quercus are 
common. Tsuga, Salix, Alnus, Betula, 
juglans, Acer, Castanea, Zelkova, Stylux, 
Myriophyllum. Carpinus, Tilia, Persicaria, 
Nympaceae, Osmunda, Polyadosporites 
and Inapertisporites are rare, amounting 
to about 35% in the total frequency of 
these pollen grains and spores. 

The element "A" amounts to 17%, 
element " B " to 8% and element "C " to 
75%. 

Sample 6: 
This sample is from an outcrop of 

Locality No. 6 (Text-fig. 1), situated at 
about 1,300 m southwest of the Wajima 
Station of the National Railway Nanao 
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Line and about 50 m west of Locality 
No. 5, Takuda. From sample 6, which 
occupies stratigraphically the upper ho
rizon of the lower part of the Tsukada 
Member. Taxodiaceae is very abundant 
and is found in 20% of the total fre
quency. Picea, Abies, Pinus and deci
duous Quercus are abundant, ranging 
from 10 to 19%. This sample yielded, 
Gymnosperm-three genera and one fami
ly (45% of the total) ; Dicotyledon-16 
genera and two subgenera (48%); Mono
cotyledon-two families (5%) ; spores-one 
genus (2%). Among them, it is note
worthy that the pollen grains of Liqui
dambar are found from this horizon of 
the Late Miocene. 

On the other hand, the element " A " 
amounts to 23%, element "B" to 13%, 
and element "C" to 64%. And from 
the viewpoint of the palynological en
vironment, the upland and mixed-slope 
elements are abundant. 

Sample 12: 
Sample 12 belongs stratigraphically to 

the middle horizon of the lower part of 
the Tsukada Member, and was collected 
from the highest level of an outcrop of 
Locality No. 12, situated. at apqut .550 m 
nort east of the W ajima Station, and at 
northern side of lppon-matsu Parle The 
horizon of Sample 11 mentioned below 
situates the lowermost level of this out
crop and the interval between these two 
horizons is about 20m. 

Taxodiaceae is abundant, being 13% 
·Of the total frequency. Pinus, deciduous 
Quercus, Picea and Abies are abundant, 
ranging from 10 to 13%. This sample 
yielded, Gymnosperm-four genera and 
one family, being about 40% in the total 
frequency; Dicotyle::lon-14 genera and 
two subgenera, amounting to 46% ; 
Monocotyledon-one genus and two fami
lies, about 10% ; spore-three genera and 

amounts to 5%. 
On the other hand, the element " A" 

amounts to 22%, element" B" to 9% and 
element "C" to 69%. And also. the non
arboreal grains are about 20%, ;:tnd the 
arboreal pollen grains about 80% of the 
total frequency. 

Sample 7: 
The composite sample from Locality 

No. 7, situated at about 100m southwest 
of Locality No. 6, was examined for the 
present study. Locality No. 7 belongs 
to the middle horizon of the lower part 
of the Tsukada Member. 

The composite sample yielded. Gym
nosperm-four genera and one family 
(46%) ; Dicotyledon-12 genera and two 
subgenera (34%) ; Monocotyledon-two 
families (7%); spores-6 genera (13%). 

The element " B" which is represen
tative plants of a warmer temperate and 
subtropical region amounts to 5%. The 
cooler temperate plants denoted by "C " 
reach 73% of the total frequency. 
Whereas the other element "A" amounts 
to 22%. 

Among them. Taxodi':lceae. Pinus, 
Picea and Abies are abundant in the 
relative frequency, and Taxodiaceae 
amounts to 19% in the total frequency. 

Sample 11: 
As shown in Text-fig. 1. the mixed 

sample was collected from Locality No. 11 
at about 1200 m northeast of Locality No. 
1 and northern end of Tsukada-machi. 

The horizon of the sample belongs to 
the middle horizon of the lower part of 
the Tsukada Member. From the com
posite sample, Pinus, Taxodiaceae, Abies 
and Picea are abundant in frequency, 
namely, Pinus is very abundant (20%) 
and the other pollen grains range from 
11 to 15%. Both type of Quercus, Alnus, 
Zelkova, Persicaria and Inapertisporites 
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are common, and Tsuga, Fagus, Salix, 
Celtis, Betula, ]uglans, Castanea, Myrio
phyllum, Carpinus, Liquidambar, Grami
neae (small type), Nuphar, Nymphaeceae, 
Lycopodium, Osmunda, Pleuricellaespori
tes and Polyadosporites are rare. 

Among them, Gymnosperm-one family 
and four genera, being 43% in the total 
frequency; Dicotyledon-12 genera and 
two subgenera, amounting to 44% ; Mono
cotyledon-two families and one genus, 
being 8% ; spores-five genera, being 5% 
of the total frequency. 

The elements "A", "B" and "C" are 
25, 11 and 64% respectively. 

Sample 8: 
The sample is from an outcrop of Lo

cality No. 8 (Text-fig. 1), where is situ
ated at about 60 m southwest of Locality 
No.7 of Takuda-machi. It belongs to the 
lower horizon of the lower part of the 
Tsukada Member. The rock-facies of 
the sample is dark bluish greenish gray 
homogeneous diatomaceous mudstone 
with very fine-grained sand and silt. 

This sample yielded; Gymnosperm-one 
family and four genera, being 36% in 
the total frequency; Dicotyledon-13 gen
era and two subgenera, being 41%; 
Monocotyledon-two families, amounting 
to 12% ; spores-six genera, being 12%. 
Among them, Pinus, Taxodiaceae and 
Gramineae (small grain type) are abun
dant, respectively 15, 12 and 10%. Picea, 
Abies, deciduous and evergreen Quercus 
are common, ranging from 6 to 9%. 

The elements "A"," B" and" C" are 
18, 11 and 71% of the total frequency. 

Sample 9: 
The sample was collected from Local

ity No. 9 situated at about 100m south
west of Locality No. 8 of Takuda, and 
belongs to the lower horizon of the low
er part of the Tsukada Member. 

Among these pollen grains and spores, 
Taxodiaceae, Pinus and Picea-Abies are 
very abundant, being 20%, amount to 13 
and 10% respectively. Tsuga, evergreen 
Quercus and deciduous Quercus are com
mon. 

The sample yielded; Gymnosperm-four 
genera and one family, being 45% of the 
total frequency; Dicotyledon-12 genera 
and two subgenera, being 41% ; Mono
cotyledon-two families and amounting to 
6% ;. spores-three genera, being 8%. 

The elements " A", " B" and •• C" are 
found 27, 13 and 60% respectively from 
the composite sample. 

Sample 16: 
This sample is from an outcrop of 

Locality No. 14 (Text-fig. 1) which is 
situated at about 50 m east of the Wa
jima Hospital and at western end of the 
Ippon-matsu Park. 

From Sample 16, which occupies strati
graphically the lowermost horizon of the 
lower part of the Tsukada Member, 
Pinus is found in 19% of the total fre
quency. Deciduous Quercus, Pinus and 
Abies are abundant. Tsuga, Fagus, 
evergreen Quercus and Persicaria are 
common in relative frequency, ranging 
from 6 to 9%. 

This sample yielded, Gymnosperm-one 
family and four genera, being 41% ; Dico
tyledon-15% ; Monocotyledon-one genus 
and one family, being 4% ; spores-two 
genera, amounting to 3%. 

The elements "A", ·• B" and "C" are 
29, 10 and 61% respectively. 

Sample T-1-24: 
This sample was taken from 24m in 

depth of the well drilled at Locality No. 
T -1 situated at lppon-matsu Park. 

The sample from this boring-core is 
a light yellowish brown clayey siltstone, 
and the horizon of the sample belongs 
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to the lowermost horizon of the lower 
part bf the Tsukada Member. 

This composite sample yielded, Gym
nosperm-one family and four genera 
(47%); Dicotyledon-15 genera and two 
·subgenera (45%); Monocotyledon-two 
families (5%) and spores-two genera 
{3%). Among them, Taxodiaceae, Pinus 
and Abies type pollen grains are abun
dant, Acer and Carya are common. The 
other grains such as Tsuga, Fagus, Salix. 
Quercus, Betula and Corylus etc. are rare 
in a relative frequency. 

As shown in some text-figure3 plants 
having different habitats are distingui
shed among the treated composite sam
ple. The element " A", " B" and "C" 
are re3pectively 27, 9 and 64%, and also 
the non arboreal pollen grains (NAP) 
and the arboreal pollen grains (AP) are 
8 and 92%. 

Sample 15: 
This mixed sample is from an outcrop 

Qf Locality No. 14 (Text-fig. 1) which is 
same to the outcrop of the locality 
{:Ollecting Samples 14 and 16. Namely, 
Sample 16 was collected from the upper 
part (the lower horizon of the lower 
part of the Tsukada Member) of this 
large outcrop, Sample 15 from the mid
dle part (the lowermost horizon of the 
lower part of the Tsukada Member) and 
also Sample 14 from the lower part (the 
middle horizon of the Awakura Member). 
The rock facies of this sample is a light 
brownish gray coarse-grained sandstone 
intercalated with thin dark bluish gre
·enish gray mudstone layer. 

The mixed sample yielded ; Gymno
sperm-one family and four genera (37% 
in the total) ; Dicotyledon-14 genera and 
two subgenera (48%); Monocotyledon
two families (9%) ; spores-five genera 
(6%). Pinus is abundant, being 15% of 
the total frequency. The element" A", 

" B " and " C " are 23, 9 and 68% re
spectively, and the arboreal pollen grain 
(AP) and non arboreal pollen grain are 
(NAPJ 80 and 20%. 

Sample T -1-25: 
This sample was taken from 25m in 

depth of the well drilled at Locality No. 
T -1 situated at lppon-matsu Park. 

The sample is a light brown siltstone, 
being correlated with a horizon between 
the horizon of Sample 15 and that of 
Sample 14. The horizon of Sample T-
1-25 is the lowermost horizon of the 
lower part of the Tsukada Member. 

The sample yielded; Gymnosperm-one 
family and four genera (49%) ; Dicoty
ledon-11 genera and two subgenera 
(52%) ; Monocotyledon-two families (9%) 
and spores-three genera (8%). 

Among them, Pinus, Abies and Picea 
pollen grains are very abundant, Taxo
diaceae and Castanea are abundant. Deci
duous Quercus, ]uglans and Zelkova are 
common, the other pollen grains and 
spores are rare in a relative frequency. 

As shown in some text-figures the 
element "A", "B" and "C" are res
pectively 23, 9 and 68%, and the non 
arboreal pollen grains (NAP) and the 
arboreal pollen grains (AP) are 8 and 92% 
respectively. 

Sample 14: 
This mixed sample was collected from 

the outcrop of Locality No. 14 (Text-fig. 
1) which is located at the back of the 
Wajima Hospital near the Wajima Sta
tion. The sample is belonging to the 
middle horizon of the Awakura Member. 

The composite sample yielded; Gym
nosperm-one family and four genera (33% 
in the total frequency) ; Dicotyledon -12 
genera and two subgenera (50%); Mono
cotyledon-two families (9%) ; spores-four 
genera (8%). Pinus is ver. abundant. 
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Text-fig. 6. Pollen Diagram (3) : Trian
gular diagram showing the relationship be
tween cold and cool, temperate and warm 
.climate elements found from several sam
ples of the Tsukada, Awakura, Nawamata 
Members and lnabune Deposits. Numbers 
refer to Text-figs. 1, 2 and 3. 

being 20%. 
The component "A", "B" and "C" 

are 12, 12 and 76% respectively and the 
arboreal pollen grains (AP) and non 
arboreal pollen grains (NAP) are 77 and 
23% respectively. 

Sample 10: 
This sample was collected from Lo· 

<:ality No. 10 at about 200m south of 
Locality No. 9, Takuda. The mixed 
sample is belonging to the uppermost 
horizon of the Nawamata Member, being 
a dark brown mudstone. 

The composite sample yielded; Gym· 
nos perm -one family and four genera ( 42% 
in the total frequency) ; Dicotyledon-9 
genera and two subgenera (42%); Mono· 
cotyledon-two families (8%) and spores
four genera (8%). 

The element "A", "B" and "C" are 
13, 28 and 59% respectively, and non ar· 
boreal pollen grains (NAP) and arboreal 
pollen grains (AP) are respectively 17 
and 83%. 

100% 

0 0 

Text-fig. 7. Pollen diagram (4) : Quad
rilateral diagram showing the paleoclimatic 
condition and paleoecological environment. 
Numbers refer to Text-figs. 1, 2 and 3. 

(5) Discussion 
A general interpretation is made of 

the physical conditions that prevailed 
during the growth of the sedimentary 
basin in which the flora was buried on 
the basis of an analysis of the fossil 
spores and pollen grains. In this sec
tion, the writer will give a discussion 
on the paleoclimatic condition, paleogeo· 
graphical environment and geological 
age of the stratigraphical units based 
upon the palynological and field re· 
searches. 

(a) Paleoclimatic condition 
On the basis of the analysis of the 

pollen grain and spore assemblage the 
general characters of the paleoclimatic 
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Text-fig, 8, Pollen diagram (5) : Figure 
showing the relationship among cold and 
cool (A in Text-figs, 6 and 8), temperate 
(C) and warm (B) climate elements. Num
bers refer to Text-figs, 1, 2, 3, 6 and 13. 
AP: arboreal pollen grains. 

condition can be presented. The meth
ods for analysing the assemblages for 
paleoclimatic interpretation have been 
proposed by some palynologists and 
paleobotanists. As shown in the trian
gular diagram (Text-fig. 6), quadrilateral 
diagram (Text-fig. 7) and pollen diagram 
(Text-fig. 8), the warm and subtropical 
plants denoted by " B " in some text
figures of this paper as Liquidambar and 
Metasequoia are yielded much less from 
the Tsukada Member than those from 
the Yamatoda and Sunagozaka members 
which are ·correlated with the· Daijima 
age. That is to say, the Sunagozaka 
and Yamatoda members contain from 60 
to 80% of the total frequency, and the 
Tsukada only 9%. This result is closely 
similar to those from the fossil pollen 

grain and spore assemblage from the 
Wakura diatomaceous mudstone Member 
(Fun, 1969a) which is distributed in the 
central part of Noto Peninsula. As 
shown in Text-figs. 8 and 9, the warm 
climate elements from the lower part 
of the Tsukada Member show higher 
frequency than those from the upper 
part, namely, the lower part amounts to 
10% whereas the upper part to only 8%. 
Throughout the member the change of 
the warm climate elements is a negative 
reciprocity to the cold and cool climate 
elements such as Picea, Abies, Betula 
and Fagus etc. That is to say, the 
warm climate elements are common a 
relative frequency mentioned above, the 
cold and cool climate elements 23 and 
29% respectively. If we examine fully 
the relationship between the two climate 
elements denoted by A and B, the rela
tionship is not always a negative reci
procity. For instance, in the change be
tween Sample nos. 5 and 4, the cold and 
cool climate elements are found respec
tively to comprise 17% (Sample No.5) and 
27% (Sample No. 4), the warm climate 
elements B 8% (Sample No. 5) and 7% 
(Sample No. 4), and also the temperate 
climate elements C 75% (Sample No. 5) 
and 66% (Sample No. 4). Namely, the 
change of the cold and cool climate ele
ments relates rather directly to the tem
perate climate elements than to the 
warm climate elements. 

According to the writer's researches, 
as shown in the triangular and quadri
lateral diagrams (Text-figs. 12 and 13), 
and pollen diagrams (Text-figs. 9 and 11), 
though the warm and subtropical plants 
found from the Tsukada Member show 
higher frequency than those from the 
Omma Member, they are numerically 
much less than those from the Hijiri
kawa, Wakura and Kasashio members 
which are correlated to the Tsukada 
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Member; The warm and tropical plants· 
are· found abundantly from: the. Middle· 
Miocene Yamatoda; Sunagozaka' and: Ha" 
mada members; Though. the Tsukada; 
Wakura, Kasashio and Hijii:ikawa mem
bers- belong to the same age, the Late· 
Miocene Epoch, the component of the 
pollen-floras from the other members• is• 
different from that of the Tsukada Mem
ber: 

This·- result may. be related• closely to 
the paleoenvironment under which the 
Tsukada Member was deposited. That 
is to say, judging from the palynologi
cal results, litho-facies, poor contents of 
planktonic foraminifers, fossil diatom 
floras- and diversity in the· thickness of 
the deposits of the Hijirikawa and Wa
kura members, the paleogeographical 
environment under which the Tsukada 
Member was deposited was an open em
bayment facing the open sea. The sea 
under which. the other members except 
the Tsukada Member were deposited 
seem to have been a closed embayment 
probably connected with the lagoon of 
that age. And as a consequence of the 
paleogeographical environment mention
ed· above those localities seem to have 
not been subjected to the influence of a 
cold current and/ or north. wind. As a 
natural course of the event, though the 
plants which are exotic conifers such as. 
Cunninghamia, Taiwania, Metasequoia 
and Glyptostrobus and evergreen broad
leaved tree such as Liquidambar seem 
to have remained· as a relict in ·the cen
tral part of' Noto Peninsula where the 
Hijirikawa, Wakura and Kasashio mem
bers are locally distributed; those plants 
seem to have been affected· by current 
and/or wind of the northern part (Tsu~ 
kada area) of. the peninsula .. 

Comparison between. the fossil plants
and the living equivalents whose clima
tic requirements:. are ·known is frequent~· 
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Text-fig. 9. Pollen diagram (6) : Figure 
showing the cold and cool (A in Text-figs. 
2; 3, 6 and 13), temperate (C) and warm 
(B) climate elements found from the Neo
gene System in the Hokuriku region. 

ly used for climatic analysis. of a fossil 
flora. Where· the modern relationships 
are known definitely, this method is prob
ably useful for acquring accurate infor
mation. The Neogene species- are com
paratively modernized in. morphological 
features; so it is not difficult to' compare 
them with their living; equivalents: with 
some exceptions. The genera composing 
the Neogene floras- in the· Japanese Is
lands are mostly distributed now in East 
Asia, and nearly all of the temperate· 
Dicotyledons genera in the fossil flora 
are now growing in the Japanese Islands. 
The exotic coniferous genera are found 
throughout the Neogene floras of the 
Japanese.Islands; and they are now most
ly living in China;. and some of them 
are known in ·the western pare of' North 
America. 

The Tsukada pollen-flora consists 
mainly of the temperate genera with 
some warm and cold-,-cool· climate. ele
ments. The. dominant genera among the 
temperate- flora are Alnus, Castanea, 
Quercus, Zelkova, Acer, Pterocarya and 
]uglans etc. Their modern- equivalent' 
species::. are mostly. distributed:: in. the 
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Japanese Islands proper, especially in 
the northern part of Honshu and Hok
kaido. Further, the pollen-flora from 
the Tsukada Member contains the exotic 
conifers such as Metasequoia and exotic 
broad-leaved Dicotyledons as Liquidam
bar, though they are not abundant in 
number of specimens and species and 
may be the relicts which survived from 
the previous Middle Miocene Epoch. 
Thus, according to the present writer's 
investigation, the pollen flora from the 
Tsukada Member is composed of a 

mixed, mainly temperate and some warm 
and told climate ·elements in' floristic 
composition as already described in the 
previous part of this paper . 
. From the viewpoint of leaf character 

analysis reported on the Late Miocene 
floras from various localities in the 
japanese Islands, these pollen-floras are 
related to the present temperate or 
somewhat warm temperate forest now 
growing in the central and southern 
parts of the Japanese Islands, and they 
seem to have grown under a warm 

Explanation of Plate 35 .. 

Fig. 1. Tilia, polar view, 25,u; Locality No. 9, Takuda, Wajima City; the lowest horizon of 
the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20194. 

Fig. 2. Tilia, polar view, 36,u; 24m in depth of the well drilled in Locality No. T -1, Ippon
matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horiz.on of the lower part of the Tsukada 
Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20195. 

Fig. 3. Tilia, polar view, 32,u; Locality No. 9, Takuda, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon 
of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20196. 

Fig. 4. Tilia, polar view, 29,u; Locality No. 2, Takuda, Wajima City; the middle horizon of 
the upper part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20197. 

Fig. 5. Tilia, polar view, 24,u; Sample 13 from Locality No. 13, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima 
City; the middle horizon of the upper part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. 
no. 20198. 

Fig. 6. Cf. Fagus, oblique equatorial view, 38,u; Locality No. 9, Takuda, Wajima City; the 
lowermost horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20199. 

Fig. 7 .. ]uglans, polar view, 37 ,u; Locality No. 9, Takuda, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon 
of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20200. 

Fig. 8. ]uglans, polar view, 42,u; Locality No. 2, Takuda, Wajima City; the middle horizon 
of the upper part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20201. 

Fig. 9. ]uglans, polar view, 40,u; 24 meters in depth of the well drilled in Locality No. T -1, 
Ippori-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the Tsu
kada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20202. 

Fig. 10. Inapertipollenites, polar view, 45,u; Locality No.6, Taktida, Wajima City; the upper 
horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20203. 

Fig. 11. Fagus, oblique equatorial view, 43,u; Locality No. 1, Takuda, Wajima City; the 
uppermost horizon of the upper part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20204. 

Fig. 12. Carya, oblique polar view, 46,u; Locality No.1, Takuda, Wajima City; the uppermost 
horizon of the upper part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coiL cat. no. 20205. 

Fig. 13. Cf. Fagus, oblique equatorial view, 36,u; Locality No. 9, Takuda, Wajima City; the 
lowermost horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20206. 

Fig. 14. Fagus, polar view, 30,u; Locality No. 2, Takuda, Wajima City; the middle horizon of 
the upper part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20207. 

Fig; 15. Salix, oblique polar view, 36,u; Locality No. 8, Takuda, Wajima City; the lower 
horizon of the ·lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20208. 
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Text-fig. 10. Pollen diagram (7) : Pen
tagonal diagram showing the relationship 
-among cold and cool (A), temperate (C) 
;and warm (B) climate elements, NAP and 
AP found from the upper part of the Tsu
'kada Member (1), the lower part of the 
Tsukada Member (2), A wakura (3) and 
Nawamata (4) members. 

Text-fig. 11. Pollen diagram (8) : Pen
tagonal diagram showing the relationship 
;among cold and cool (A), temperate (C) 
.and warm (B) climate elements, arboreal 
pollen grains (AP) and non arboreal pollen 
grains found from the Tsukada (1), Wakura 
(2), Kasashio (3), Hijirikawa (4) and Ogi
noya (5) members. 

temperate climatic condition. However, 
the reduction of warm and subtropical 
plants evidently indicates that the tern-

perature had lowered in comparison with 
that of the Middle Miocene Y amatoda 
and Sunagozaka members (FUJI, 1969b). 

The Tsukada pollen-flora somewhat 
resembles the forest now growing in the 
central or northern parts of the japanese 
Islands. The floristic composition of 
the fossil floras of this stage, the Latest 
Miocene, varies with the localities, so 
that the climate at that time shows local 
difference. From the viewpoint of the 
result, the Tsukada pollen-flora seems 
to have differed from the other pollen
floras of the same time, such as Hijiri
kawa and W akura floras. 

(b) Paleogeographical environment 
To facilitate the considerations on the 

probable paleogeographical environments 
under which the ancient plants grew, 
the modern equivalents of the fossil spe
cies can be grouped according to their 

Text-fig. 12. Pollen diagram (9) : Trian
gular diagram showing the relationship 
among cold and cool (A), temperate (C) 
and warm (B) climate elements found from 
the Yamatoda (a), Sunagozaka (b), Hojuji 
(e), l'ida (f), Wakura (g), Nakayama-toge 
(i), Hijirikawa (i) and Omma (1) members, 
and the upper part (up), lower part (low). 
of the Tsukada Member, and average per 
cent (av) of the Tsukada Member. 
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habitatsinto.four types .of upland; mixed~ 
slope, str.eam-side or riparian, and lake 
or marshy elements. 

The Tsukada pollerdlora is' composed 
mainly of mixed-slope dr' mixed-slope 
-riparian plants in the. frequency of 
specimens, and contains upland-mixed
slope plants. That is. to say,· the ·Tsu
kada pollenJ!ora. seems to represent a 
mixed-slope. to riparian assemblage. 

On the other hand, judging from the, 

lithofacies, poor contents of the other
microfossils such as diatoms and plank
tonic foraminifers and diversity in the· 
thickness of the Tsukada Member, t,he 
basin in which the member was deposited 
seems to have been an open embayment 
with a wide mouth facing the open sea .. 
The spread of the sedimentary basin and 
paleogeographical outline are shown in 
Text-figs. 14 and 15. 

Explanation of Plate 36 

Fig. 1. Deciduous Quercus, equatorial view, 26p.; Lo.cality No. 8; Takuda, Wajima City; the 
lower horizon. of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20209. 

Fig. 2. Evergreen Quercus, equatorial view, 23p.; Locality No. 6, Takuda, Wajima City; the
upper horizon. of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20210. 

Fig. 3. Deciduous. Quercus, equatorial view, 28p; Sample 16 from Locality No. 14, Ippon-matsu 
Park, W.aiima City; EKZJ coil. cat. no. 20211. 

Fig. 4. Evergreen Quercus, equatorial view, 22p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality 
No. T -1, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of· 
the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20212. 

Fig. 5. Deciduous Quercus, equatorial view, 27 p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality 
No. 1, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; EKZJ coil. cat. no. 20213. 

Fig. 6. Evergreen Quercus, equatorial view, 23p; Sample 13 from Locality No. 13; Ippon
matsu Park, Wajima City; the middle horizon of the upper part of the Tsukada Mem-. 
her; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20214. 

Fig. 7. Deciduous Quercus, eq1.1:atorial view, 29p; Sample 15 from the lowermost horizon of 
the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20215. 

Fig. 8. Indeterminable pollen grain (?), 34p; Locality No. 8, Tsukada, Wajima City; the· 
lower horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20216. 

Fig. 9. Cf. Ilex, oblique polar view, 26p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. 
T-1, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the· 
Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20217. 

Fig. 10. Nuphar (?), equatorial view, 46p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at. Locality No. 
T-1, Ip.pon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the· 
Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20218. 

Fig. 11. Aff. Carya, oblique polar view, 40p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. 
T -1, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower par of the 
Tsukada Member; EKZJ coil. cat. no. 20219. 

Fig. 12. Gleicheniaceae, 38p; Locality No. 5, Takuda, Wajima City; the uppermost horizon 
of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coil. cat. no. 20220. 

Fig. 13. Osmunda, 48p, lateral view; Locality No. 12, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the· 
middle horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20221. 

Fig. 14. Cf. Monolete type spore, 38p, lateral view; 24m in depth of the well drilled at 
Locality No. T-1, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower· 
part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ col!. cat. no. 20222. 
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Text-fig. 14. The paleogeographical map during 
the Otokawa Stage of the Late Miocene Epoch in the 
I-Iokuriku region (After Y. KASENO, 1963). 

100% 

Text-fig. 13. Pollen diagram (10) : Quad
·rilateral diagram showing the paleoclimatic 
•condition, paleoecological environment, tree 
pollen grains (AP) and grass pollen grains 

.& spores (NAP) from the Yamatoda (a); 
Pollen grain from the Sunagozaka (b), 
Higashi-in'nai (c), Najimi (d), Hojuji (e), 
l'ida (f), Wakura (g), l'izuka (h), Naka
yama-toge (i), Hijirikawa (i), Takakubo 
(k) and Omma (I) members. Numbers 
refer to Text-figs. 1 and 3 in the writer's 
previous paper (1969a). 

(c) Geological age 
The correlation and age determination 

·of the Neogene floras have been fre
quently done by use of some character
iistic fossils and assemblages in the Japa
. nese Islands. T ANAI (1963) classified the 
Neogene floras of Japan into six types 

.cas described already in the writer's 
lPrevious papers (FUJI, 1969a, b, c). 

In generic composition the Tsukada 

pollen-flora is very similar to the Mitoku
type flora. The Mitoku-type flora con
tains a few exotic elements which are 
found abundantly in the Yamatoda and 
Noroshi floras. The exotic elements are 
commonly found in the Late Miocene 
floras of Europe and in the western re
gion of the United States of America 
where the modernized plants of these 
exotic elements are abundant. 

Thus, in comparison ·with various 
floras of the Tertiary in the Japanese 
Islands and from the viewpoint of strati
graphical evidences and paleontological 
data, the Tsukada pollen-flora is cor
related with the Mitoku-type flora, and 
the member seems to be geochrono
logically of the Late Miocene or Earliest 
Pliocene epoch . 
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Explanation of Plate 37 

Fig. 1. Picea, lateral view, 70p.; Locality No.5, Takuda, Wajima City; the uppermost horizon. 
of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20223. 

Fig. 2. Pice a, lateral view, 82p.; Locality No. 7, Takuda, Wajima City; the middle horizon 
of the lower part of the Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20224. 

Fig. 3. Pice a, lateral view, 67 f1; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. T -1, lppon
matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada. 
Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20225. 

Fig. 4. Taxodiaceae, Cf. Metasequoia, oblique lateral view, 22{1; Sample 14 from the outcrop 
of Locality No. 14, lppon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the middle horizon of the Awakura 
Member, Sample 14 was collected from the tuffaceous mudstone ·of the Awakura Mem
ber; EKZJ coli. cat. no. '20226. 

Fig. 5. Pice a, lateral view, 70p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. T -1, lppon
matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada 
Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20227. 

Fig. 6. Abies, late:ral view, 82p; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. T-1, lppon
matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the Tsukada 
Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20228. 

Fig. 7. Tricolpropollenites type pollen grain, gen. indet, equatorial_ view, 46p.; Locality No. 
7, Takuda, Wajima City; the middle horizon of the lower pari: of the Tsukada Member; 
EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20229. 

Fig. 8. Taxodiaceae, lateral view, 38p.; Sample 15 from the lowermost horizon of the lower 
part of the Tsukada Member, Locality No. 14, lppon-matsu Park, Wajima City; EKZJ 
coli. cat. no. 20230. 

Fig. 9. Abies, oblique ventral view, 98p.; 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. 
T -1, lppon-matsu Park, Wajima City; the lowermost horizon of the lower part of the 
Tsukada Member; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20231. 
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Explanation of Plate 38 

FiJ. 1. Photograph showing contact of pollen grain body and bladders of Picea from Locality 
·No. 9, Takuda, Wajima City; x 600; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20232; A: bladder, B: pollen 
grain body, C: contact part. 

Fig. 2. Photograph showing sporoderm pattern of pollen grain body of Picea from Locality 
No.9; x880; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20233; A: bladder, B: pollen grain body. 

Fig. 3. Microphotograph showing contact of pollen grain body and bladders of Picea from 
24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. T--1, Ippon-matsu Park, ·Wajima City; 
x 640; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20234; C & D: bladder, E: pollen grain body; F: contact 
area. 

Fig. 4. Photomicrograph ·showing sporoderm pattern, especially sexine, of bladder of Abies 
from 24m in depth of the well drilled at Locality No. T-1; x 640; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 
20235; D: bladder, E: body. 

Fig. 5. Photomicrograph showing sporoderm pattern of ·pollen grain body and marginal ridge 
of Abies from horizon above mentioned; EKZ] coli. cat. no. 20236; x 640; E: pollen grain 
body, M: marginal ridge. 

Fig. 6. Photomicrograph showing contact of bladders and pollen grain of Abies from horizon 
refered to Fig. 4; x 800; EKZ] coli. cat. no. 20237; C: bladders, D: contact area. 

'Fig. 7. Photograph showing colpus of the deciduous Quercus from Sample 15 of Locality No. 
14, Ippon-matsu Park, Wajima City; x 1360; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20238. 

Fig. 8. Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of Tilia from Locality No. 9, Takuda, 
Wajima City; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20239; x 1200. 

Fi.g. 9. Photomicrograph showing .pollen .aperture of Tilia from locality above mentioned; 
x 1200; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20240. 

Fig. 10. 'Photomicrograph showing pollen grain aperture of Tilia from Locality No. 9, Takuda, 
Wajima City; x 1040; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20241. 

Fig. 11. Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of Tilia from Locality No. 9; x 1200; EKZJ 
coli. cat. no. 20242. 

Fig. 12. Photomicrograph showing pollen grain aperture of Tilla from 24·m in depth of the 
well drilled at Locality No. T -1, Ippon-matsu, Wajima City; x 1200; EKZ] coli. cat. no. 
20243. 

Fig. 13. Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of Cf. Tilia from 24m in depth of the 
well drilled at Locality No. T -1; x 800; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20244. 

Fig. 14. 'Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of Carya from Locality No. l, Takuda, 
Wajima City; x 800; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20245. 

Fig. 15. Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of Carya from Locality No. 1; x 800; EKZ] 
coli. cat. no. 20246. 

Fig. 16. Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of lnapertipollenites type pollen grain 
showing in Fig. 10, from Locality No.6, Takuda, Wajima City; x 1040; EKZJ coli. cat. 
no. 20203. 

Fig. 17. Photomicrograph showing pollen aperture of Jnapertipollenites type pollen grain 
showing Fig. 10; x 480; EKZJ coli. cat. no. 20203. 

Fig. 18. Photograph showing pollen aperture of ]uglans from 24m in depth of the well 
drilled at Locality No. T -1, Ippon-matsu, Wajima City; x 480; EKZ] coli. cat. no. 20247; 
A: profile of aperture, B: oblique view of aperture of Tilia. 
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596. A PROBLEMATICA FROM THE MlZUHO-TO 

OF NIIG AT A PREFECTURE·~ 

KOTORA HAT AI and HIROSHI NODA 

Institute of Geology and Paleontology, Faculty of Science, 
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 

---~--~- ----

?/iifi.\;\V;Uffilf.i.l\t'ti!f problematica tc·::l\,,"C: %Jri~V;HI§~'iJJ&1~1/ii'j1:fi!T, iJl'ctiJU-.iJfctc1£i!-t 
-bllffif.\ll*ltj(}JliJ~ l=j:lJl!\O)~!H~r-i:fi J:: fJ Pf.l±', L- t: problematica ~1'6!~1 L t:" ::_ 0) problema
tica f'i-:Li€:-6 24cm, •M 4cm-c-, $<[i!iUmi.J>fJ:f!i!fi:!\~~iJ~1TL-, 5:JjljO)*iitO)i/ifn;'l£)!El-, ill!; 
0i!Jf]IiiU V ¥J~~tJ: l-jilljfl\IJlifiO)f~~%'i-f'i1Hir.~"Jl:-;t~" 

c tL ~ O)!j\'fi'!& ~, lllt!!!il~fi. ff.!JJ!i, i4itll#ik 0) fil!.O) ~:E_!I7ij £> ~ v 'f'i J!!r;~:J"-Wl ~ L-1~{- '3 tJ:J3l.i* 
c t6!Ht L- t:f.-}:!J!:, £, {) x.1 O)iljl!HJ O)~fmlt:fi-c·, Urolophidae ;f~[O) Uro/ophus jamaicensis 
O)f;j(t:C~fl!ltc®l!~1f L- tH' <b O)l:' Kubikichthys raris tor:~ 110~'1'11 ~h "C v' :"J: v ')/iii~. :ji[rfill:l:· 
<t~ Uh;iii•ll-t:" i:m:J:t:+IJC · '!lf!Rraji] 

Introduction and acknowledgments 

A fossil problematica impressed in a 
black, finely laminated, well consolidated 
mudstone was found in the debris below 
a cliff in the upper reaches of the Noo· 
River at Kurosawa, Noo·machi, Nishi· 
Kubiki-gun, Niigata Prefecture, by Mr. 
Hajime MD RASA w A of the Department 
·Of Geology, Faculty of Science, Kanaza· 
wa University. The stratigraphic posi· 
tion of the problematica is said to be 
the middle part of the Hiuchiyama For· 
mation, according to verbal information 
•Of the collector. As the specimen was 
found among the fallen rocks of the 
.cliff, its being derived from the cliff 
seems to be without doubt, and its stra· 
ltigraphic position is as indicated in 
Text-figure 1. 

At this place the writers wish to thank 
Mr. Hajime MURASAWA of the Depart· 

* Received May 6, 1971; read June 27, 1971 
:at Nara. 
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ment of Geology, Faculty of Science, 
Kanazawa University for kindly donat· 
ing the specimen for study. Mr. Shini· 
chi SAKURAI of our Institute of Geology 
and Paleontology, Faculty of Science, 
Tohoku University, for his information 
on the geology of the area, and Messrs. 
Kimiji KUMAGAI and Shohei OTOMO and 
Mrs. Kimiko SHIBUY A of the Institute 
of Geology and Paleontology, for their 
kind assistance. 

The problematica 

The problematica is an impression in 
a fine grained, black colored, finely la· 
minated, hard mudstone. It consists of 
about five longitudinal grooves, each of 
different length, separated by triangular 
to flatly rounded interspaces, with nu· 
merous well sculptured scale-like im
pressions in the groove3 and on the 
interspaces as well as scattered in dif
ferent parts of the specimen; four 
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Geol.oge FORMATIONS Thick-
ness(m) Columnar 

Lithic character 
Remarkable 

z NADACHI FORMATION 100+ 
section fossils 

<( 

~ Block hard siltstone Mizuhopecten C1 
<( cf •. poroplebejus· >- KAWAZUME FORMATION 520 Rhythmic thin alterna-
~ ------

tion of sandstone and 
10 ------- siltstone 
1- z MIZO-O FORMATION 850 

e;·,·::~:.:·:.: :.-::··<<.:.: . YANAGIZAWA SCildston 
<( 

lsurus cf. hastalis 
0 MASEGUCHI FORMATION 650 Fine laminated black Sordinops sp. w ::c 

hard siltstone Kubikichth:ts roris, 
:::> 

0 NISHIHIYAMA UPPER 300 n.gen.et n.sp. 

N Delecto~cten ~ 

- - FORMATION LOWER 300 Nautilus sp. 

~ 
UPPER 400 Andestic green color. 

~~:-~:~_:_ ... _::_ 
0 HI UCHIYAMA ed lapilli tuff 

: MIDDLE 450 ---====----- Silicified hard siltst0111 ----------=--=---------=== 
FORMATION - - -

LOWER 300 Bose unknown 

Text-fig. 1. Stratigraphic sequence of the formations in the area of Noo-machi, 
Nishi-Kubiki-gun, Niigata Prefecture (according to Shinichi SAKURAI, 1971 MS.). 

parallel-sided rather, short, incomplete 
bands are preserved at the distal end. 
All the grooves and interspaces are 
gently curved longitudinally. The spe
cimen measures about 24 em in total 
length and about 4 em in maximum 
width. The details of the features are 
described below. 

The grooves, about five in number 
and of different lengths, the longest is 
about 22 em in length, each groove is 
v-shaped in profile, with the sides of 
almost equal inclination though some 
are more or less steeper than others, 
each groove is provided with scaly scul
pture consisting of 8-10 rows of tuber
culated (positive) or pitted (negative) 
structures. These structures are squa
rely rounded slightly elevated (negative) 
or originally apparently depressed but
ton-like structures, arranged in closely 
set rows extending outward in v-shaped 
grooves and terminating in threads, 
where the tubercular structures become 
obliterated. Each scale is about 5 mm 
in width and about 4-5 mm in length, 

being almost as wide as long. These 
scaly structures occur in each groove 
as well as in the spaces separating· each 
groove from one another. The scaly 
structures and grooves are best pre
served, probably in almost original form,. 
on the left part of the specimen, where
as towards the right the grooves become 
less extensive, and are disturbed consi
derably, and at such places the scaly 
structures loose their (probable) orienta
tion and are impressed in the rock at 
random, that is to say, some overlap· 
others, many are oriented in different 
directions, and some singular ones are· 
found situated away from the grooves. 
or interspaces and without definite ori
entation. Most of the scaly structures. 
appear v-shaped whereas some are found 
to be inverted v-shape with their axis 
pointing in different di~ections. The 
spac~s between the grooves, especially 
in the area between the central to right 
lateral parts, are disturbed, being roug
hened by random scales, blurred as if 
by rubbing and in part cracked and 
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partially overlapping as if subjected to 
pressure. 

At the anterior-most part of the spe· 
cimen there are about four parallel-sided, 
almost flat, somewhat deformed struc· 
tures, two are sculptured with parallel 
grooves and ridges and .the other two 
with tuberculations on their .surfaces. 
The former sculpture consists of round
bottom grooves and roundly elevated 
ridges each of almost equal width, and 
the latter of apparently longitudinally 
arranged rows of rounded, slightly ele· 
vated tubercles. .The structures seem 
to have been deformed by some pres· 
sure subsequent to burial and before 
consolidation. 

Interpretation 

It seems that various views can be 
expressed concerning the nature of the 
problematica at hand. One view is that 
the structure impressed in the black 
mudstone may be a part of some kind 
of a reptile as a lizard that had either 
drowned or drifted to sea after death. 
to be buried in soft black mud. The 
problematica may represent some kind 
of a plant that was drifted from land 
to be buried in the muddy sea bottom. 
The fossil impression may represent 
some kind of fish, possibly one that is 
now extinct in the present seas. The 
impression may possibly be the remains 
of two different kinds of organisms, one 
of the scales and the other of the two 
different kinds of blades. The two dif· 
ferent kinds of blades may be parts of 
some kind of plant such as Zostera (the 
one with · longitudinal furrows and 
ridges), or the detached broken. bones 
of some kind of marine or terrestrial 
animal. 

A remote guess may be the impres-

. sion of the dorsal part of a shark-tait 
(Hexanchidae) or possibly the impression 
of part of the skin of some kind of 
shark. 

.From the description and illustration 
of the problematical fossil at hand it 
seems evident that its origin is organic. 
and not inorganic. Among organisms 
able to make such peculiar features,. 
several probably remote views were ex
pressed above. However, from the fea
tures preserved as impressions in the 
black mudstone, any one of the possi
bilities of its origin. mentioneg above 
may be remote, here it should be added 
that the impression as preserved is most 
probably not in its original state and the 
described details strongly suggest that 
the organism that made the impression 
was subjected to certain agencies after 
death and before burial, such as turning: 
over more than once, as indicated by 
the preserved features. 

The writers after taking into consi
deration each of the possibilites men
tioned above, have come to the conclu
sion that the present problematica re
presents a part of the tail of a ray, 
the body having either been decayed or 
devoured by some predaceous marine' 
organism, and the detached tail sub
jected to turning-over by agencies sub
sequent to its detachment. 

The longitudinal grooves are consi
dered to represent the dorsal border of 
the tail which was covered on its sur
face and sides with numerous small 
scaly structures, 

The longitudinal grooves mentioned 
already are thought to represent the' 
dorsal and probably also lateral borders 
of the tail, which entire surface was cov
ered with small scaly structures whose 
tubercular and thread-like structures 
were originally covered with the skin 
of the ray. The short, parallel-sides" 
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:blaae-like struCture situated .at the distal 
·end of the spedmen is considered to be 
the spine of the ray, and the ·longitu
dinal furrows and ridges were probably 
covered with skin, ·and in the furrows 
·may have been organs for poison. The 
blade-like structure with tubercular·scul
'pture is thought to be not a blade-shaped 
spine but the body part of the original 
·tail, and its appearance ·as a blade-like 
spine is due to that it is covered in part 
·by the spine as the result of lateral pres
sure subsequent to its burial. 

If the present specimen is to be con
sidered to represent the tail of some 
kind of sting-ray, such as Urolophus 

jamaicensis CUYlER, (Urolophidae), an 
Atlantic species living on sandy .and 
muddy sea bottoms (MCCORMICK, ALLEN 
and YOUNG, 1964, p. 271-272, fig. on p. 

"272), then it must be stated that rays 
with which the present fossil one can 
be identified are not known to the wri

'ters. The Atlantic sting-ray is a peculiar 
one in having scale-like covering body 
and tail and there is a spine situated 
near the distal end of the tail. For the 
reasons stated and for the taxonomic 
value of the fossil, a form genus and 
species becomes necessary in the light 
·that the fossil cannot be identified with 
.any living form. The initiation of a 
form genus and species name for the 
fossil at hand will aid in determining 
·the taxonomic relation of it to living 
.and other fossil forms, and also for the 
purpose of biostratigraphy should more 
specimens be found from different hori
_zons and localities and also for aid in 
the interpretation of the paleoecological 
.conditions of the sedimentary basin in 
which it once lived. For the reasons 
;stated the form genus and species name 
·Of Kubikichthys raris n. gen. & n. sp. is 
·proposed. The form genus is tenta
<tively placed in the Family Urolophidae. 

Among the sting-rays recorded from 
the Mizuho-T6 deposits of Japan (HATAI 
& KOTAKA, 1962; HAT AI, MURATA and 
MASUDA, 1965; HAT AI, 1966), none are 
known as to shape and characters of 
the tail, although their spines have been 
described and illustrated. Among the 
spines known of the sting-rays, Dasy
batus masudae HATAI and KATAKA, 1962 
shows a remote resemblance with the 
blade-like spine of Kubikichthys mris, 
although in the latter nothing is known 
of whether lateral denticles or spines 
are developed, whereas they are small 
but well developed in Dasybatus ma
sudae. Further the shape and characters 
of the tail of Dasybatus masudae is un
known. No other recorded Japanese 
Mizuho-To sting-ray spines show resem
blance with the spine of the present 
species. 

Among the Recent species of sting 
rays known from the seas of the Japa
nese Islands, none seem to show such 
characteristic scale-like sculpture as the 
fossil ray under consideration. Many 
species of rays are illustrated and re
marked upon by MCCORMICK, ALLEN 
and YoUNG (1964), and among them only 
Urolophus jamaicensis shows some re· 
semblance with the present one, al
though differing in details. No other 

·Recent species is known to the writers 
to be comparable with the present fossil 
in details of the spine and sculpture of 
the tail skin. 

Associated fossils and geological age 

In association with and in the strati
graphic position in the Hiuchiyama For
mation were found abundant discoid 
pyrite concretions measuring up to 
about 10 em in diameter and occupying 
almost the same horizon, well preserved 
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specimens of Gen-no-ishi (Pseudo-gaylus
site, that is, calcite after gaylussite, 
according to HrKI, 1915), or hammer 
stones, fragmental remains of plant 
leaves, fish bones and fish scales, a 
sea-weed called Hijikia (verbal informa
tion from Dr. Hidekuni MATSUO of the 
Kanazawa University), and numerous 
more or less deformed cephalopod shells 
(Nautilus). No other kinds of fossils 
were found. 

None of the fossils found in associa
tion with Kubikichthys raris serve for 
determination of the geological age, but 
from a slightly higher horizon such 
molluscs as Delectopecten peckhami 
(GABB) and lvlizuhopecten cf. paraple
bejus (NOMURA and HATAI) occur, and 
these point to the middle-upper part of 
the Early Mizuho, therefore the underly
ing Kubikichthys is slightly older. 
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Explanation of Plate 39 

Fig. 1. Entire view of Kubikichthys raris, n. gen. & n. sp., in natural size. Note the different 
lengths of the grooves, the blurred condition and interspaces of the grooves. 

Fig. 2. Scaly structure covering the body (?) and tail portions of Kubikichthys raris, x 5, 
Note the detail sculpture of the scales and the terminal parts. Also to be noticed is 
the position of the scales in the grooves and in the interspaces. 

Fig. 3. Views of the blade-like spines with longitudinal grooves and ridges; shown at the 
lower and upper middle part of the photograph, x 5. 

Figs. 2 & 3. Enlarged parts of Fig. 1. Impressed in black, finely laminated mudstone. 
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597. ON THE SURFACE ORNAMENTATION OF THE PENNATAE 

TRIGONIIDS, AND ON THREE NEW SPECIES OF THE 

TRIGONIIDS FROM THE HIMENOURA 

GROUP, KYUSHU, JAPAN 

MASA YUKI TASHIRO 

Shokey Highschool, Kumamoto 

Pennatae trigoniids O)~jlij~~O)~{I::;C.i!l:!rm/\lHlfifEO) 3 f-fifll!~C"?v'"C: B:;if>:ilf,:O) pen
natae trigoniids O)~~r.1L?+Ii!l:!im/\!Hlfifli:O)fi~ i=f:!,L.,~c. {-O)~Jlii~f!mll~nX:N:~c{~'- 5 ~fiE!~ 
fl::;~~ffiil' < M~~ L..t.:f.!15!b 1:. ;11, G 0) 3 1m Apiotrigonia, Heterotrigonia, Microtrigonia v:l: 
Frenguelliella vC!;'i{t) L..t.:Y;IJ~~~t,, disk 0) L ~Rbv:l:4'1·k pX:jjt*JJW!IC~§Ei¥'J~r.~pX:~ ;11,, 
area O)~f!mv:l:f.i~C.liJ ~~(!!,~~~ll~ff-i"o Heterotrigonia ~;f1fc~ht.: area O)nJl:MtJ~ 
Rb~c{tJt.:~mRhil~ Apiotrigonia .sp Microtrigonia O)Jll(:jjt~vc 'b ~v'il:/:!',JJI.i" ~ 1:. C. il~(!!, ~ o 

;z Heterotrigonia 0) disk IC.~It ~~(<.la':Jt.~:~f!m~fl::;i:l: Apiotrigonia, Microtrigonia C. 
&fCJi"~o L..t.:il~-:>"C, 1:;11,G3~ra,ICv:l:lL1r'vr.Wt~tJ:H'M*il~(!!,IJ, t;'flr. Mic_rotrigoniav:l: 
Apiotrigonia .l 1J 57-il>;h,t.: 1:. C. IH~U)f.l: (!!, ~o 1:. 0) pennatae trigoniids cV~iJJ,iv:l:~-'t G 
< Frenguelliella ICY!ffi~§B !...., Trigoniinae ~C:IJQ 5 ..-:: ~ i~fi\~it;It.: C. ,'[l;i,:bh ~ il;, nX:N:~ 

O)~~llv:l:J!k!J;fO) L~Hb~ff-TO)i:, tr !....~ i:hG~-ffl L.. "C, ~Jf!IR'f.!I.~~~T"'~ il' C.,l[l;l,:b 
tL ~ o 1:. ;11, G 0)/fJH)::IJQ X. G ;11, Mi:!im/\!HfMEO) 3 f)ffi Ap. utoensis, H et. himenourensis, M. 
imutensis ~llcil!JG i.-t.:o "*. t.: Ap. minor var. nankoi NAKANO C. Ap. O.bliquecostata 
NAKANO v:l:'*ir Ap. obsoleta NAKANO c. Ap. minor (YABE and NAGAO) O)~fi~ 
451:(!!,~50 Jfl tt .IE z 

Introduction and acknowledgement 

The Upper Cretaceous pennatae trigo
niids in Japan are interesting biva
lves. NAKANO (1957) classified them 
into three genera, i. e., Apiotrigonia Cox, 
1952, Microtrigonia NAKANO, 1957 and 
Heterotrigonia Cox, 1952. Apiotrigonia 
was originally established by Cox (1952) 
as a subgenus ·of Megatrigonia vAN 
HOEPEN, 1929. SAVELIEV (1958), LIWERO
WSKAJA (1960) and ]ONES (1960) sup
ported Cox's classification of Apiotri
gonia. KOBAYASHI (1954) promoted Apio-

* Received May 12, 1971; read Sept. 12, 
1970 at Tokyo. 
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trigonia to the generic rank. NAKANO 
(1956) stated that Apiotrigonia should 
be a member of the, subfamily Vau
goniinae · KOBAYASHI, 1954, because the 
costae on the disk g_radually change 
from concentric to L-shap'e through a 
V-stage like in Vaugonia,'CRICKMAY, 1930. 
SKA w ARKO (1968) regarded Apiotrigonia 
as a genus of Vaugoniinae. On the 
other hand, KOBAYASHI (1954) suggested 
that Heterotrigonia was derived from the 
Trigoniinae LAMARCK, 1819, because it 
has distinct radial costellae on the area. 
NAKANO (1961) referred Heterotrigonia 
to the Trigoniinae on account of radial 
sculptures on the area. HAY AMI and 
NAKANO (1968), in their numerical tax-
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onomic study on the Trigoniidae, sug
gested· that Apiotrigonia should be re
lated to Heterotrigonia. In. Treatis~ on 
invertebrate paleontology, Cox (1968) 
classified Heterotrigonia as a subgenus·.of 
Apiotrigonia, but NAKANO (1970) placed 
Heterotrigonia in the Nototrigoniinae 
SKA W ARKO, 1963. 

I have collected numerous pennatae 
trigoniid specimens from the Himenoura 
group in Kyushu as well as several tri
goniid species from the Mikasa sand
stone in Hokkaido, the Futaba group. in 
Joban district and the Izumi group in 
Shikoku. Here, the relationship among 
three pennatae genera in Japan is dis
cussed, and the following four species 
from the Himenoura group of Uto peni-

nsula and Shimo-koshiki island are des
cribed. 

Apiotrigonia obspleta NAKANO 
Apiotrigonia utoensis TASHIRO, new 

species 
Heterotrigonia himenourensis TASHIRO, 

new species 
Microtrigonia imutensis TASHIRO, new 

species 
I wish to express my sincere thanks 

to Emeritus Prof. T. KOBAYASHI of the 
University of Tokyo for his kind read
ing the manuscript. I am also much in
debted to Dr. M; TAMURA, Associate 
Prof. of Kumamoto University for his 
kind guidance. I thank Associate Prof. 
M. NAKANO of Hiroshima University for 
his continuous encouragement. I am 

Text-fig. L Umbonal characters of Japanese pennatae trigoniids. 

a. Apiotrigonia undulosa NAKANO, b. Ap. minor (YABE an.d NAGAo), c. Ap. pos
tonodosa NAKANO, d. Ap. obsoleta NAKANO, e. Ap. utoensis TASHIRO, n. sp. f. Ap. 
cfr. obsoleta NAKA:-<o, g. Heterotrigonia himenourensis TASHIRO, n. sp., h. Microtri-
gonia amanoi NAKANO. Scale: 1 mm. 
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also· grateful to Mr. M. OTSUKA of 
Oyano Senior Highschool in Amakusa 
county for supplying me pennatae tri-
goniid specimens. __ 

(The specimens (KE) in this study are 
kept in the Faculty of Education, Ku
mamoto University.) 

Umbonal characters of pennatae 

trigoniids 

According to NAKANO (1957), the L 
costae on the disk of Apiotrigonia de
veloped from concentric costae through 
a Vaugonia-like V -stage. He also ob
served Frenguelliella-like concentric cos
tae on the surface of immature speci
mens of Heterotrigonia subovalis (JIMBO) 
(NAKANO, 1961). 

The umbonal traits of the Japanese 
pennatae trigoniids are shown in Text
fig. 1. Though the number of costae 
and costellae on the surface of their 
immature valves differs among these 
species, they have common traits as 
follows: 

Shell resembles typical species of 
Frenguelliella LEANZA, 1942 or Trigonia 
in outline; marginal carina is well ele
vated and accompanied by a shallow 
marginal sulcus (carina! depression) ; 
dorsal carina low but distinct; area wide, 

triangular, ornamented with concentric 
plain costellae which extend into eswt~ 
cheon; median groove on area shallow; 

. escutcheon narrow, with concentric plain 
costellae; disk ornamented with plain 
and regular concentric costae; marginal 
sulcus has fine plain costellae, which are 
concentric near umbo but gradually 
become vertical, and each costella on 
the sulcus joins with a costa of disk on 
one side and a costella of area on the 
other (see Text-figs. 1 and 2). 

The junction of the costae on the disk 
and the costellae on the sulcus are first 
concentric but gradually become V
shaped. It, however, can hardly be 
warranted that the V -shaped costation 
reveals "Vaugonia stage". The subra
dial costae called " posterior series n on 
the disk of these trigoniids represent 
themselves quite independently of V
shape. The costae are at first short and 
tuberculate, appear near the marginal 
carina and are later linked with the 
costellae of the sulcus. In the same 
stage, the concentric costae of the disk 
and costellae of escutcheon become stout 
rapidly and begin to show traits chara
cteristic of respective species. 

Ornamentation of area 

Japanese pennatae trigoniids can be 

Text-fig . 2. Frenguelliella-like umbonal pa rt. 

A: Apiotrigonia obsoleta NAKANO, 

C: Microtrigonia amanoi N AKANO . 

B: Ap. undulosa NAKANO , 

(scale, 1 mm). 
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sorted into three group by the morpho
logical characters of their area as fol
lows: 

I. Group with obliqe costellae 
This group comprises minor, postono

dosa, and amanoi. (Text-fig. 3-C, D and 
E). 

minor subgroup : Costellae on the area, 
first concentric, gradually become ob
lique on the dorsal half of the area, 
the costellae on the other half of area 
being concentric as far as the point 
where they disappear. Apiotrigimia 
minor, Ap. undulosa, Ap. hironoensis, 
Ap. orikiensis, Ap. futabaensis, and Ap. 
ashizawaensis belong to this subgroup. 

postonodosa subgroup: Costellae of the 
area are concentric in immature valve, 
but suddenly become oblique and con
tinue through the mature stage; they 
are tuberculate. Ap. postonodosa be
longs to this subgroup. 

amanoi subgroup: The area is relatively 
wide for pennatae trigoniids ; costellae 
of the area first concentric but gra
dually change oblique and tuberculate. 
Microtrigimia amanoi, Micr. minima, 
and Micr. imutensis n. sp. belong to 
this subgroup. 

II. Group with concentric costellae 
The area of Ap. utoensis n. sp. and 

Ap. obsoleta is ornamented with concen
tric or vertical costellae. The costellae 
in the former are no less distinct in the 
adult sta.ge·. Those in the latter are 
distinct in the younger stage but soon 
disappear in adult. Ap. crassoradiata 
may be a member of this group (see 
Text-fig. 3-A and B). 

III. Group with radial costellae 
Heterotrigonia species belong to this 

group. In Het. subovalis and Het. liime
nourensis n. sp., radial costellae on the 
area· suddenly appear at the outskirts 

Text-fig. 3. Ornamentation of area on Japanese pennatae trigoniids. 

Concentric-group; A: Apiotrigonia utoensis TAS!-IlRO, n. sp. 
B: Apiotrigonia obsoleta NAKANO, 

Oblique-group; C: Apiotrigonia minor (YABE & NAGAO), 
D: Apiotrigonia postonodosa NAKANO, 
E: Microtrigonia amanoi NAKANO. 

Radial-group; F: Heterotrigonia himenourensis TASHIRO, n. sp. 
Scale: 5 mm. 
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Qf the area in immature stage. In these 
·species the radial costellae exist only 
·on one side of the marginal half of the 
area. In the type-species of Heterotri
gonia from British Columbia however. 
they exist on the whole area. 

In several mature specimens of Ap. 
minor and Micr. imutensis n. sp. from 
the Himenoura group, the radial threads 
appear on the posterior parts of area 
{see, Pl. 40, Figs. 9b and 15, Text-figs. 
3-c, and 9). Fine radial wrinkles appear 
often on the area of immature Ap. minor 
(Pl. 40, Fig. 14), Ap. obsolela (Text-fig. 
1-d), and lvlicr. amanoi (Text-fig. 1-h). 
Apiotrigonia and Microtrigonia appear 
to have a latent character to possess 
radial threads or wrinkles on the area. 

According to SKA w ARKO (1970) in Ap. 
calderoni (AGUILERA) from the Upper 
Jurassic of Mexico no rib is present on 
the area except its proximal part, where 
.a few radial riblets are visible. NAKANO 
{1961) observed radial riblets on the area 
of a mature specimen of Ap. newcombei 
{PACKARD) from the Haida formation of 
British Columbia in the collection of 
Kyoto University. Though NAKANO 
stated that the specimen might be a 
member of Heterotrigonia having radial 

B 

E 

costae on the area, it seems to me that 
the specimen represents a mature form 
of Apiotrigonia like the same stage of 
Ap. minor mentioned above. 

This radial latent or visible character 
on the area of Apiotrigonia and lvficro
trigonia evidently shows an intimate 
relationship with the radial costellae on 
the area of Heterotrigonia. 

Ornaments on the disk 

The anterior series of costae in Ap. 
minor from the Himenoura group is 
shown in Text-fig. 4: The concentric 
and horizontal shapes (A and B) are 
general shapes in AjJ. minor; the undu
lated shape (F) is similar to the series 
of Ap. undulosa; Ap. obliquecostata, Ap. 
orikiensis, and Ap. futabaensis resemble 
those of the specimens of the oblique 
shape (C); V-shape (D) and chevron 
shape (E) are as yet unkown in Japan; 
obsolete shape (G) is akin to the series 
of Ap. obsoleta. As there are interme
diate shapes between these 7 shapes in 
Ap. minor, their distinction is somewhat 
artificial. 

Ap. postonodosa changes its shape 

D 

G 

Text-fig. 4. Variation of anterior series in Apiotrigonia minor (YABE & NAGAo). 

A: concentric shape. B: horizontal shape. C: oblique shape. D: V-shape. 
E: chevron shape. F: undulate shape. G: obsolete shape .. • . 
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of anterior series through growth, as 
shown in Text-fig. 5. A similar change 
is observable in Heterotrigonia subovalis 
from the Mikasa sandstone of Hokkaido. 

In Late Cretaceous pennatae trigoniids 
such as Microtrigonia amanoi, M. minima 
and M. imutensis n. sp·., the anterior 
series is almost effaced except for the 
umbonal part, and the disk is orna
mented with subradial tuberculate costae 
which bifurcate near the antero-ventral 
margin. These species closely resemble 
Heterotrigonia himenourensis as regards 
the ornamentation of disk (see, Text
figs. 6-C, F and 8). 

Text-fig. 6 shows such a morphological 
change occurred on the disk of pen
natae trigoniids through geological ages. 
Heterotrigonia closely resembles Apio
trigonia (including Microtrigonia) as 
regards each morphological character in 
each series of the disk. These mor
phological changes on the disk of Ap. 
Postonodosa and Het. subovalis represent 
an example of palingenesis. 

On the taxonomic position of 

. pennatae trigoniids 

Though Apiotrigonia is closely related 
to Heterotrigonia, I am inclined to leave 
Heterotrigonia as a distinct genus, in
stead of regarding it as a subgenus of 
Apiotrigonia, because distinct difference 
in evolutional tempo exists between the 
trunks of Apiotrigonia and Heterotri
gonia (see, Text-fig. 6). Microtrigonia 
is undoubtedly a derivative of Apiotri-

0 
10 111111 

gonia as already suggested by NAKAN(} 
(1957). 

In the immature stage of Megatrigonia .. 
Jotrigonia VAN HOEPEN, 1929, and Vau-· 
gonia, concentric costae change gra
dually into sinuate or V -shaped ones as. 
seen in Meg. obesa VAN HOEPEN, I. cras
sitesta vAN HOEPEN, and V. v-costata· 
(LYCETT), but the costae on the disk of 
pennatae trigoniids develop into L-shape, 
without passing through the sinuate or
V-shaped stage as already mentioned in. 
detail. The immature stages of Haidaia· 
CRICKMAY, em. KOBYASHI and TAMURA, 
1955, and Latitrigonia KOBAYASHI, 195T 
are similar to those of pennatae· trigoniids. 
in the concentric costae and costellae on. 
the surface, but Haidaia differs from 
these trigoniids in the crenulated costae• 
on the disk as in Myophorella lHaidaia) 
pulex TAMURA (TAMURA, 1959a). Lati
trigonia is distinguishable from these· 
trigoniids by the tuberculate costae on 
the disk as in Lat. pyramidalis KOBA· 
Y ASHI and TAMURA. Immature pennatae· 
trigoniids are very similar to Frenguel
liella tanourensis TAMURA from the. 
Carnic Tanoura formation of Kuma
moto (TAMURA, 1959b) in shell-outline 
and concentric ribs. 

On the other hand, mature pennatae· 
trigoniids resemble the typical Rutitrigo
nia VAN HOEPEN, 1929 from the Albian 
of Zululand in the rostrated outline and 
subconcentric costae of the disk, but 
Rutitrigonia differs from pennatae tri
goniids in the smooth escutcheon and 
absence of the posterior series on the 
disk. Nototrigonia Cox, 1959 and Cal-

Text-fig. 5. Morphological change in the ontogeny of Apiotrigonia postonodosa NAKANO· 
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litrigonia Cox, 1964 fairly resemble He· 
terotrigonia in the radial costellae of 
the area and the rostrated outline. How
·ever, the marginal sulcus in the for
mer extends as far as postero-ventral 
margin with increasing width, and the 
costae on the disk change from oblique 
to concentric. 

Insofar as I can see the collection at 
hand, pennatae trigoniids may be a 
·derivative from Frenguelliella, because 
Frenguelliella-like costae and costellae 
.are present on the immature valve of 
pennatae trigoniids as mentioned above. 
If the radial costation on the area is 
one of the important traits in the tax
·onomy of Trigoniinae (KOBAYASHI, 1954, 
NAKANO, 1961, 1970), pennatae trigoniids 
.are probably related to the Trigoniinae 
primarily, because the distinct radial 
costellae (Heterotrigonia) and the latent 
radial threads or wrinkles (Apiotrigonia 
.and Alicrotrigonia) are recognizable on 
their areas as stated already. Adult 
pennatae trigoniids have an extraor
dinary shape for the Trigoniinae. In 
my opinion, pennatae trigoniids should 
be an independent subfamily. 

Systematic description 

Family Trigoniidae LAMARCK, 1819 

Genus Apiotrigonia Cox, 1952 

Type species: Trigonia sulcataria 
LAMARCK, 1819. 

Remarks:-The area of this genus is of 
minor subgroup, postonodosa subgroup 
in oblique-group (I), or the shapes in 
·COncentric-group (II) (see Text-fig. 3). 
Radial threads or wrinkles frequently 
.appear on the area. Species of this 
_genus are fairly variable in the number 
of costae and costellae on the surface 
.and in the shape of anterior series as 

seen in Ap. minor or Ap. postonodosa 
(see Text-figs. 4, 5). However, the out
line of the shell and the shape of im
mature valve (or umbonal part of the 
shell) are rather uniform in this genus. 

Many species of Apiotrigonia have hi
therto been reported from severallocati
ties in japan by many authors: ]IMBO 

(1894), YEHARA (1915, 1923), HAYASAKA 
(1921), Y ABE and NAGAO (1925), Y ABE 
(1927), NAGAO and 0TATUME (1938), 
AMANO (1957), NAKANO (1957), SAITO 
(1963) and MAEDA and KA W ABE (1966), 
as listed below: 

Apiotrigonia minor (YABE and NAGAO) (Tri-
gonia subovalis var. minor Y. & N.), 

Apiotrigonia minor var. nankoi NAKANO, 

Apiotrigonia undulosa NAKANO, 

Apiotrigonia obliquecostata NAKA"O, 

Apiotrigonia crassoradiata NAKANO, 

Apiotrigonia obsoleta NAKANO, 

Apiotrigonia postonodosa NAKANO, 

Apiotrigonia tuberculata NAKA!\0, 

Apiotrigonia ashizawaensis SAITO, 

Apiotrigonia futabaensis MAEDA and KA \VA-

BE, 

Apiotrigonia hironoensis MAEDA and KAwA

BE, 

Apiotrigonia orikiensis MAEDA and KAWABE. 

In my opinion, Ap. minor var. nankoi 
and AjJ. obliquecostata are synonymous 
with Ap. minor and Ap. obsoleta res
pectively. Ap. tuberculata is a member 
of Microtrigonia. Several species from 
the Futaba group of joban district such 
asAp. ashizawaensis, Ap.futabaensis, Ap. 
hironoensis, and Ap. orikiensis are pro
bably varieties of Ap. minor, and hence 
they are synonymus with Ap. minor. 

Apiotrigonia obsoleta NAKANO, 1957 

Plate 41, Figs. 1-8, 12, 13 . 

1957. Apiotrigonia obsoleta NAKANO, japan 
jour. Geol. Geogr., Vol. 28, Nos. 1-3, 
p. 114, pl. 9, figs. 5-7. 
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ALBIAN 

Text-fig. 6. Morphological changes of pennatae trigoniids through geological ages. 
A: Apiotrigonia minor (YABE and NAGAO), B: Ap. postonodosa NAKANO, C: Microtri
gonia amanoi NAKA:\"0, D: Heterotrigonia diversicostata (WHITEA \'ES) (after NAKANO, 

1961), E: Het. subovalis (JIMBO), F: Het. himenourensis TASHIRO, n. sp. 

1957. Apiotrigonia minor (YABE and NAGAO) 

var. nankoi NAKANO, Ibid. pp. 113-114, 
pl. 9, figs. 1-4. 

Remarks:-The area of this species is 
smooth except for the umbonal part with 
concentric costellae (see Text-fig. 3-B). 
The anterior series is gradually effaced 
through growth. On some specimens 
the series begins to disappear at about 
3 mm height of the shell. On some 
other specimens the series is distinct 
as far as the shell about 15 mm high. 

1\1 easurements: (in mm) 
- ---- - --~~--

Specimen ! Length i 
----~-

KE 1890 right valve . 20.7 

KE 1891 left valve 
! 20.6 

KE 1892 left valve 16. 7 
KE 1893 left valve 20.0 
KE 1894 left valve 16. 8 
KE 1895 right valve 17. 7 
KE 1896 right valve 16.0 
KE 1897 left valve 15.0 
KE 1898 left valve 14.2 
KE 1899 right valve 11.5 

The latter specimens are referable to 
Ap. minor var. nankoi, according to 
NAKANO's description (1957). As inter
mediate specimens are usually found in 
the collection from the same locality, 
Ap. minor var. nankoi is probably a 
variety of this species. The specimens 
from the Izumi group of Awaji island 
are smaller than my specimens. In the 
trigoniids from the Izumi group of Kii 
peninsula, which are referable to this 
species (Pl. 41, Figs. 13, 14, Text-fig. 1-f), 
about 3 oblique and tuberculate costellae 

~-----

Height Thickness h. 
-----· 

20. 7 L1. 0 3. 6 
20.6 4.6 2.5 
16. 7 3. 7 10.5 
20.0 4.8 15.0 
16.8 3.9 5.4 
17. 7 4.0 10.5 
16.0 4.0 9.5 
15.0 3.0 11. 2 
14. 2 3. 7 11.8 
11. 5 3.5 5.4 

---·-

h. : Height of the shell where the anterior series· begins to disappear. 
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Text-fig. 7. Ap£otrigonia utoensis 
TASHIRO, new species. 

appear near the outskirts of area in the 
umbonal shell (or immature valve). But 
the costellae soon vanish. 

Occurrence :-Black siltstone of the 
Upper(?) formation of Himenoura group 
at Okoshiki and Hiraiwa, Ohda-machi, 
Uto city (Uto peninsula), Kumamoto 
pref. Black siltstone of the middle for
mation of the same group .at Wadano
hana, Takado, Ryugatake-machi Ama
kusa county, Kumamoto prefecture. 

Apiotrigonia utoensis TASHIRO, 

new species 

Plate 41, Figs. 9-11, Text-fig. 7. 

Description:- Shell small, trigonal
ovate, inequilateral, moderately inflated; 
anterior margin rounded, passing gra
dually into broadly arched ventral mar
gin; dorsal margin fairly long and 
gently convex; siphonal margin weakly 
arched or nearly straight; umbo small, 

Measurements:- (in mm) 

Specimen 

KE 1881 right valve (Holotype) 

KE 1882 l~ft valv-= __ (Paratype~---~ 

somewhat prominent, orthogyrous or 
slightly prosogyrous, situated at about a 
third to a fourth of the length from an
terior; disk ornamented with two series 
of costae except for about 13 umbonal 
concentrics; anterior series consisting of 
15 or more plain costae which are first 
concentric and straight in later stage and 
occasionally flexed near anterior margin; 
posterior series which occupies about a 
third of the area of disk, consisting of 
about 9 tuberculate subradial costae, of 
which about 4 anterior ones gradually 
fade towards venter ; marginal and es
cutcheon carinae effaced except near 
umbo, and median groove observable 
only near umbo; area rather wide, or
namented with fine concentric or trans
verse costellae, generally wavy, about 
15 of which lying in a distance of 5 mm; 
escutcheon narrow, with about 15 plain 
transverse costellae; a lunule-like narrow 
fiat area exists under the antero-um
bonal part, with fine concentric costellae. 

Observation and remarks :-Umbonal 
features of this species are shown in 
Text-fig. 1-e. The ornamentation of the 
area .is indicated in Text-fig. 3-A. The 
orthogyrous or rather prosogyrous umbo 
of this speci.es is extremely unusual for 
the species. of Apiotrigonia in ] a pan. 
However, Ap. newcombei (P ACKAR.D) from 
the Queen Charlotte Island (PACKARD, 
1921) is similar to this species in the 
orthogyrous umbo. 

Comparison:-This species is similar 
to Ap. sulcataria (LAMARCK) from the 
Cenomanian of France and Ap. pennata 
(SOWERBY) from the Cenomanian of En-

Length 

14.9 

22.0 

Height Thickness 
-------------

11.2 

16. 9 

. 4. 0 

I 6. 8 
--c----- --·----·--
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gland (LYCETT, 1872-1879) in the tuber
. culate costae of the posterior series on 
the disk, but this species differs from 
the two foreign species by its concentric 
or transverse costellae on the area and 
the orthodetic or prosodetic umbo. Ap. 
newcombei differs from this species in 
respect to its smooth area and plain 
-costae of the posterior series. 

Occurrence:-Black siltstone of the 
Upper formation (?) of the Himenoura 
group at Okoshiki and Hiraiwa, Ohda
machi, Uto city, Kumamoto prefecture. 

Genus Heterotrigonia Cox, 1952 

Type species : - Trigonia' mversicostata 

WHITEAVES, 1876 

Remarks:-This genus differs from 
Apiotrigonia and Microtrigonia in hav
ing radial costellae on the area. This 

Text-fig. 8. H eterotrigonia himenourensis 
TASHIRO, new species. 

Measurements:- (in mm) 
- ---------~~~ 

Specimen 

KE 1884 right valve (Holotype) 

KE 1885 right valve (Paratype) 

genus was reinvestigated in detail by 
NAKANO (1957, 1961) . 

List of the species:-

Trigonia diversicostata WHITEA VES, 1876. 
Haida formation (Up. Albian?) of Queen 
Charlotte series; British Columbia. 

Trigonia subovalis JIMBO, 1894. (Trigonia 
sawatai YEHARA, 1923.) Cenomanian to 
Santonian; Central Hokkaido, Japan. 

Heterotrigonia granosa NAKANO, 1957. San
tonian; Middle formation of Himenoura 
group; Amakusa, Kyushu, Japan. 

Heterotrigonia himenourensis TASHIRO, new 
species. Upper (?) formation (Cam
panian?) of Himenoura group; Uto peni
nsula, Kyushu, Japan. 

Heterotrigonia himenourensis 

TASHIRO, new species 

Plate 41, Figs. 14-16, Text-fig. 8. 

Description:- Shell s m a II, trigonal
ovate, inequilateral, moderately inflated, 
greater in length than height; anterior 
margin convex, ventral margin weakly 
arched; dorsal margin nearly straight 
or weakly concave; siphonal margin 
rounded; umbo small, slightly prominent, 
opisthogyrous, situated at about a fourth 
of the length from anterior ; marginal 
carina weak, with a tuberculate costella; 
dorsal carina and median groove obscure 
except near umbo; disk ornamented with 
tuberculate subradial costae, about 18 in 
number, 7 or so of which in the anterior 
half of disk are bi- or trifurcated in 
ventral part ; area ornamented with 6 
or so tuberculate radial costellae except 
near umbo; escutcheon rather wide, or-

Length ____ , Height Thickness 

14. 9 I 10.9 4. 1 

11. 2 I 8. 7 3.5 
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namented with about 15 tuberculate 
costae of which the first 5 or so are 
.concentric, the ·next 8 or so transverse, 
and the other 3 or so oblique. 

Observation and remarks:-The radial 
costellae on the area appear at about 
3 mm from the beak. This immature 
Frenguelliella-Jike stage is about 3 mm 
in height. The umbonal and dorsal or
namentations of this species are shown 
in Text-figs. 1-g, 3-F. The remarkable 
traits of this species are the absence of 
anterior series, bi- or trifurcated costae 
-on the anterior half of the disk, and 
distinct and concentric riblets near the 
umbo. It seems that these traits dis
<:riminate this as a species of Heterotri
gonia. 

Comparison:- Heterotrigonia granosa 
NAKANO from the Middle formation of 
Himenoura group is closely similar to 
this species in respect of its tuberculate 
costae and costellae on the surface, its 
radial costellae of the area, and the 
·smaller size of its shell. However, in 
Het. granosa the area occupied by um
bonal concentrics is narrower than the 
corresponding area of this species, bi
·Or trifurcated costae of the disk are in
·distinct, the anterior series .on the disk 
exists, and the radial costellae on the . 
area are about 3 in number. 

Occurrence:-Black siltstone of the 
Upper formation(?) of Himenoura group 
at Okoshiki and Hiraiwa, Ohda-machi, 
Uto city, Kumamoto prefecture. 

Genus Microtrigonia NAKANO, 1957 

Type species : Microtrigonia amanoi 

NAKANO, 1957. 

Remarks:-The posterior series of 
Microtrigonia is tuberculate, and extends 
as far as the antero-ventral part of the 

disk. Costae of the series very often 
bifurcate on the anterior half of the 
disk. The anterior series of this genus 
is subdued, and exists only in umbonal 
region. Microtirgonia may be a deriva
tive from Ap. postonodosa or some re
lated species, as already suggested by 
NAKANO (1957). 

List of the species:-
Microtrigonia amanoi NAKANO, 1957. Maes

trichtian; Upper formation of Himenoura 

group; Shimo-koshiki island, Kyushu, 
Japan. 

Microtrigonia minima NAKANO, 1957. Maes
trichtian; Shichi shale of Izumi group ; 
Awaji island, Shikoku, Japan. 

Apiotrigonia tuberculata NAKANO, 1957. Mae
strichtian; Shichi shale of Izumi group; 
Awaji island, Shikoku, Japan. 

Microtrigonia imutensis TAsHIRO, new spe
cies. Maestrichtian; Upper formation of 
Himenoura group ; Shimo-koshiki island, 
Kyushu, Japan. 

Text-fig. 9. Microtrigonia imutensis 
TASHIRO, new species. 

Microtrigonia imutensis TASHIRO, 

new species 

Plate 40, Fig. 26, Text-fig. 9, 

Descriptioll :-Shell medium to small, 
trigonal-ovate, greater in length than 
height; anterior margin rounded ; ven-
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tral margin weakly arched; dorsal 
margin nearly straight or somewhat 
sinuate ; siphonal margin well rounded ; 
umbo improminent,orthogyrous or slight-

ly opisthogyrous, situated about a fourth 
of the length from anterior; median 
groove, and marginal and dorsal carinae 
obscure except near umbo; umbonal 

Explanation of Plate 40 

Apiotrigonia minor (YABE and NAGAO) 

Fig. 1. Lateral view of left valve (KE. 1904); Wadanohana, Ryugatake-machi, Amakusa coun
ty, Kumamoto pref. 

Fig. 2. Ditto, (KE. 1905) ; Loc., Ditto. 
Fig. 3. Ditto, (KE. 1906); Loc., Ditto. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9a. 
Fig. 9b. 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. 
Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16. 
Fig. 17. 

Lateral view of right valve (KE. 1907) ; Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1908); Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1909); Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1910); Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1911); x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 

Ditto, (KE. 1912); x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 
Postero-dorsal view of same specimen. 
Lateral view of right valve (KE. 1913); x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 
Lateral view of imperfect left valve (KE. 1913); x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1915); x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1916) ; x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 
Rubber external cast of immature right valve (KE. 1924) ; x 6; Loc., Ditto. 
Postero-dorsal view of right valve (KE. 1917); x 2; Loc., Ditto. 
Dorsal view of right valve (KE. 1918) ; x 2; Loc., Ditto. 
Ditto, (KE. 1919); x 1.5; Loc., Ditto. 

Apiotrigonia ,undulosa NAKA0<0 

Fig. 18. Rubber external cast of immature right valve (KE. 1925) ; x 2; Sakuradani, Hirono
machi, Futaba county, Fukushima pref. 

Fig. 19. Rubber external cast of right valve, Postero-dorsal view (KE. 1926); x 2; Loc., 
Ditto. 

Apiotrigonia postonodosa NAKANO 

Fig~ 20. Rubber external cast of right valve (KE. 1927) ; x 2; Kamihira, Kawaura-machi, 
Amakusa county, Kumamoto prefecture. 

Fig. 21. Rubber external cast of left valve (KE. 1928); x2; Loc., Ditto. 
Fig. 22. Rubber external cast of immature left valve (KE. 1929) ; x 4; Loc., Ditto. 
Figs. 23a, 23b. Rubber cast of immature left valve (KE. 1931) ; x 6; Loc., Ditto. 

Microtrigonia imutensis TASHIRO, new species 
Fig. 24. Rubber external cast of right valve, Holotype (KE. 1887) ; x 1.5; Ukimizu of Imuta, 

Kashima-mura (Shimokoshiki island), Satsuma county, Kagoshima prefecture. 
Fig. 25. Dorsal view of Holotype. x 1.5. 

Microtrigonia amanoi NAKA'-'0 

Fig. 26. Rubber external cast of left valve (KE 1933) ; x 1.5; Ukimizu of Imuta, Kashima
mura, Satsuma county, Kagoshima prefecture. 

Figs. 27a, 27b. Lateral and dorsal views of left valve, Rubber cast (KE. 1934); x 1.5; Loc., 
Ditto. 

Fig. 27c. Umbonal view of the same specimen; x 3. 
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Measurements:- (in mm) 

Specimen __ L_en_gth _ _I_ Height Thickness 

KE 1887 right valve (Holotype) 

KE 1888 right valve (Paratype) 

2~ 2 1 14.3 

1~0 10.3 

5.0 

3.2 
--------------· -- ------------'--------'--- ----

part ornamented with fine crowded con
centric costae and costellae, about 15 in 
number; disk with two series of costae; 
anterior series consisting of about 5 plain 
subhorizontal costae observable only 
near the umbonal concentrics; posterior 
series consisting of about 23 subradial 
tuberculate costae which extend as far 
as anterior ventral part, of which about 
8 anterior ones are gradually bent to
wards anterior; area narrow for the 
genus, ornamented with about 18 tuber
culate costellae, of which the first 5 or 
so are concentric, and the others gra
dually become oblique and weak; si
phonal part of area nealy smooth; es
cutcheon with about 18 transverse tu
berculate costellae, each of which joins 
with a costellae of area. 

Observation and remarlzs :-This spe
cies resembles Ap. utoensis rather than 
the type species of Microtrigonia, in 
crowded costae and costellae near umbo. 
This immature Frenguelliella-like stage 
is about 6 mm in height. In several adult 
specimens, fine radial threads appear on 
the posterior part of area. 

Comparison :-This species is different 
from l\lficr. amanoi from the same lo· 
cality in more numerous subradial costae 
on the disk, smooth area of the posterior 
region, many crowded concentrics near 
the umbo, and a well rounded siphonal 
margin. Younger stage of this species 
(about 10mm in height) is very similar to 
Ap. minor as regards the ornamentation 
of disk. The fine radial threads in the 
area as seen in this species are obser
vable in the mature stage of Ap. minor. 

Occurrence:-Black siltstone of the 
Upper formation of Himenoura group 
at Ukimizu of Imuta, Kashima-mura 
(Shimo-koshiki island), Satsuma county, 
Kagoshima prefecture. 
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Fig. 14c. Postero-dorsal view of Holotype; x 5. 
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Ditto. 
Fig. 16. Antero-marginal view of imperfect right valve (KE. 1886); x 2; Loc., Ditto. 
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Introduction 

The Tatsunokuchi Formation (Iw AI, 

1949), distributed along the Pacific side 
of northeast Japan, is characterized by 
its tuffaceous, blue, soft siltstone, inter
calated with tuff, sandstone and conglo
merate, and also by the yield of many 
kinds of fossil marine animals and plant 
remains (HATAI and NonA, 1968). There 
has been, however, no report on the 
diatom flora of the formation. Diatoms, 
because of their natural characteristics, 
are particularly useful in the field of 
biostratigraphy and paleogeography. 

* Received June 1, 1971; read June 27, 
1970, at Mito. 

340 

The first report on the Pliocene ma
rine diatoms was by REINHOLD (1937) 
who described their stratigraphical dis
tribution in the Miocene and Pliocene 
sequence of Java. Many important con
tributions have been added since then, 
and they are summarized as follows: 

North America: The stratigraphical 
distribution in California of marine spe
cies of the genus Denticula in the Mio
cene and Pliocene was reported by 
SIMONSEN and KANAYA (1961). The up
permost Miocene and Pliocene diatoms 
were described by WORNARDT (1967). 

Alaska: The Pliocene diatoms of the 
Pribilor Islands, Alaska, were reported 
by HANNA (1970). 

Soviet Far East: Marine diatoms in
cluding 8 new species of the Miocene 
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and Pliocene in Soviet Far East were 
reported by JousE: (1961), and subse
quently she (JousE:, 1962) compiled a 
range chart of the more important spe
cies from the late Miocene to Recent. 
The zonal subdivisions of the Neogene 
of Sakhalin and Kamchatka by means 
of diatoms were described by SHESHU
KOVA-PORENTZKAY A (1959, 1967). 

japan: The difference between the 
upper Miocene and Pliocene diatom as
semblages in northern Japan was defined 
by KOIZUMI (1966). Seven diatom zones 
were recognized on the basis of four 
categories comprising 18 marine plank
tonic species in the Neogene sequence 
of northeast japan by KOIZUMI (1968). 

The progress and present status of 
the younger Cenozoic diatom biostra
tigraphy in the circum north Pacific 
region was described by KANA Y A and 
KO!ZUMI (1970). 

The purpose of this paper is to des
cribe the diatom assemblage of the Plio
cene Tatsunokuchi Formation in Fuku
shima Prefecture to establish a local 
criteria with which other diatom assem
blages can be compared. The assem
blages are geographically and stratigra
phically subdivided into four groups by 
statistical analysis based on the joint 
occurrences of the species. This is the 
first of the serial reports on the Plio
cene marine diatoms of the Tatsuno
kuchi Formation. 

-----------~----·--· ---

Text-fig. l. Geological map showing the 
locations of the samples of the Tatsunoku
chi Formation, Fukushima Prefecture. x : 
Locality of the molluscan fauna, Loc. : Lo
cality of samples studied and locality num
ber, T : Tatsunokuchi Formation, K : Ku
boma Formation, H : Hatsuno Formation, 
J: Jurassic strata. 
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Text-fig. 2. Columnar sections showing the stratigraphic position of the samples studied. 
A : siltstone, B : fine-grained sandstone, C : medium-grained sandstone, D : coarse-grained 
sandstone, E : conglomerate, F : pumiceous part, G : lithic marl and sandstone concretion, 
H: irregular surface and sand pipe, I: molluscan fossils, J: position of samples studied. 

Stratigraphic notes 

The stratigraphy of the Soma-Futaba 
district, Fukushima Prefecture, situated 
on the east side of the Futaba Faults 
(TOKUNAGA, 1927), has been studied by 
many geologists (e. g. TOKUNAGA, 1948; 
MITA, 1951; HIRAYAMA, 1953; KITA· 
MURA et al., 1955 ; SUGAI et al., 1957; 
SUZUKI, 1968; ISHIDA et al., 1969). Ho
wever, the opinions are diversed among 
them about stratigraphic classification of 
the Miocene and Pliocene strata in the 
present area, and the writer follows 
KITAMURA et al. (1955) and ISHIDA et 
al. (1969). 

The samples examined in the present 
study are from the middle to upper 
parts of the Tatsunokuchi Formation 
distributed in the Soma-Futaba district. 
The stratigraphic positions of the sam
ples are shown in Text-fig. 2, and their 
localities are plotted in the geological 
map (Text-fig. 1). Brief outlines of the 
Pliocene stratigraphy of the present area 
and the geologic age of the samples are 
given in the following. 

Stratigraphy (in ascending order) 
Kuboma Formation (30-60 m) : The type 
locality is the environment of Kayakura, 
Soma City (KITAMURA et. al., 1955). The 
formation, distributed in a narrow belt 
along the east side of the Futaba Faults, 
consists of coarse grained sandstone, 
massive fine grained sandstone, bluish 
gray siltstone and light gray tuff inter
calated with lignite layers. The top of 
the formation is defined by loose sand. 
The formation is in fault or unconfor
mable contact with the older Hatsuno 
Formation or with Jurassic strata. 
Tatsunokuchi Formation (80-150m) : The 
type locality of the formation is the 
Tatsunokuchi gorge, a tributary of the 
Hirose River, in the western part of 
Sendai City located north of the present 
area. The main body of the formation 
extends from its type locality to the 
present area and can be traced in the 
field. The faunal similarity (HAY ASAKA, 
1956 ; SUGAI et al., 1957; KAMADA and 
HAYASAKA, 1959; HAYASAKA and HAN
GAl, 1966), especially the occurrence of 
Fortipecten takahashii, endorses paleon
tologically the contemporaneity between 
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the formation in the present area and 
that in the Sendai City area. The Ta
tsunokuchi Formation in the present 
area consists mainly of bluish gray, 
massive fine-gra·ined sandstone and silt
stone, intercalated with coarse-grained 
sandstone and pumiceous tuff layers 
(10-30 em). The general geologic struc
ture of the formation is monocline dip
ping at nearly 5° eastward, though with 
somewhat steep dip near the Futaba 
Faults. The formation rests on the 
Kuboma Formation with conformity. 
The geologic age of the samples stud-

ied 
As already mentioned, the diatom sam

ples of the present study were collected 
from the Tatsunokuchi Formation distri
buted in the Soma-Futaba district, but 
traced continuously throughout its dis
tribution. The geologic age of the 
Tatsunokuchi Formation in and around 
Sendai City based upon the different 
kinds of fossils is generally accepted to 
correspond to the Early Pliocene or to 
the lower part of the Miyagian (HAT AL 
1962; HAT AI and MASUDA, 1966). 

The under mentioned fossils besides 
the stratigraphic evidences are useful 
in determining the geologic age of the 
formation in the present area. Namely, 
the occurrence of Acila (Truncacila) 
insignis, Fortipecten takahashii, Glycy
meris cf. nakamurai, lvfercenaria chi
taniana, Patinopecten ibaragiensis and 
Turritella cf. ikebei in Namie-machi in
dicates the Pliocene age (HAY ASAKA, op. 
cit.; HAY ASAKA and HANG AI, op. cit.). 
The mollucan fauna containing such 
species as Fusitriton oregonensis, Nemo
cardium (Keenaea) samarangae, Neverita 
(Glossaulax) didyma, Tectonatica jantho
stomoides and Venericardia (Cyclocardia) 
ferruginea from Tomioka-machi is of 
Early Pliocene in age according to KA
MADA and HAY AS AKA (op. cit.). 

Method of study 

The method of study once described 
by the writer (KorzuMr, 1968) is followed 
in the present study, except for being 
improved by counting 400 diatom valves 
for each sample instead of 200 valves 
as done previously. 

Diatom flora of the Tatsunokuchi 

Formation 

Among the 23 samples from the Ta
tsunokuchi Formation, the distribution 
of the 74 diatom taxa distinguished is 
shown in Chart 1. Of these 74 taxa, 25 
are judged to be benthonic and tycho
pelagic species. Although no fresh
water forms are given in the chart, 
such species as Cocconeis disculus, C. 
placentula, Cyclotella chaetoceros, Gym
bella sinuata and Epithemia zebra occur 
rarely. Judging from the previous re
cords of occurrences of the distingui
shed taxa, 24 are now extinct in the 
Pacific area. 

Most of the taxa in the chart have 
been used in current works (e. g. SIMON
SEN and KANA Y A, op. cit. ; jous:E, op. 
cit.; MUCHINA, 1965; MERTZ, 1966; KOI
ZUMI, op. cit.; SHESHUKOVA-PORENTZ
KA Y A, op. cit.) in characterizing the 
upper Miocene and Pliocene diatom as
semblages of the Circum-Pacific regions. 
The chronologie range of each species 
will be mentioned in the chapter of 
floral reference. As indicated in the 
chart, the flora is largely dominated by 
Denticula kamtschatica and D. seminae. 
D. kamtschatica was found by SIMONSEN 
and KANA Y A (op. cit.) only in the Plio
cene samples from Califor:nia, but its 
first appearance dates back to the Mio
cene (KOIZUMI, op. cit.; SHESHUKOV A-
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~··· 
Tomioka kuma Odaka I•obe IKi~aki 

mptes 36134133 3 2 1 3 
2 h-h- s I 7 I 8 9 11 110 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 
Actinocyctus curvatulus 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 
A. divisus 1 2 1 1 
A. ehrenberg/ 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 
A. ellipticus v.moronensis . 1 
A. elongatus 1 
Actinoptychus spiMdens 2 1 
A. undulatus 19 13 2 3 1 4 1 5 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 
A. undulatus v.minor 5 6 4 2 5 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 1 4 
Amphora_ costa Ia 1 1 
Arachnoidiscus ehrenberoi 1 1 1 
Asteromphalus darwinii • 1 1 
A. robustus 1 1 1 
Sacteriosira fragilis 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 4 
Biddutphia aurita 1 5 2 1 1 1 
Cladogramma calilornica . 1 1 
Cocconeis cal i I ornicum 1 1 1 3 1 2 
c. costata 1 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 3 4 4 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 
c. scutellum 1 1 1 1 1 
Coscinodiscus excentricus 7 4 9 2 2 4 3 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 
c. tacustris 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 6 
c. lineatus 6 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 1 
c. marginatus 8 11 10 28 4 6 5 6 8 5 6 1 2 12 4 8 12 8 7 8 5 12 
c. noduli fer 1 1 1 1 1 
c. oculus-iridis 1 1 1 1 
c. pustulatus . 1 2 3 4 6 
c. steltaris 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 
c. sublineatus 3 3 5 2 2 2 3 6 4 2 1 4 4 5 4 4 1 2 2 3 4 5 4 
Oenticula kamtschatica • 3 7 110 67 96 73 57 17 52 6 8 54 53 61 4 36 70 45 60 38 33 57 35 40 
D. seminae 12 3 58 1 5 27 46 29 88 76 108 131 107 130 38 7.2 192 201 235128 215 112 105129 
Diploneis seiuncta f. constricta 1 1 
D. smith/ 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Fragilariopsis cylindrus 1 3 3 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 
Grammatophora angulosa 1 1 
G. robust a 1 
Hem/discus cuneiformis 3 3 1 2 3 
H. weinflogi 1 1 1 1 1 
Hyalodiscus obsoletus . 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Melosira atbicans • 2 8 4 6 10 9 12 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 
M. sulcata 10 3 6 1 7 2 4 1 1 3 2 1 2 2 1 1 
M. sulcata v. biseriata 1 1 6 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 
Navicula jamalinensis v.simisevultus • 1 
Nitzschia extincta • 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 .2 3 2 1 
N. reinholdii . 4 3 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
N. sicula 1 1 1 1 
N. fossilis • 4 3 1 1 1 2 9 1 1 1 
Planktoniella sol 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 
Porosira ·glacialis 2 1 2 
Pseudopodoaira elegana * 1 1 5 2 2 2 9 6 1 10 19 18 5 4 1 4 4 7 
Pyxidicula weyprechtii 1 1 
Rhabdonema arcuatum 1 
Rhaphoneia amphiceroa 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 6 7 
R. lschaboensis v.angusta . 1 5 1 3 1 24 1 1 3 1 1 
R. ischaboensis v.linguilormis . 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
R. margaritalimbata . 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
R. aurirella 2 4 2 23 2 3 3 1 37 45 2 4 3 3 2 2 1 10 8 19 6 4 
R. tatsunokuchiensis (n. sp.) * 2 3 1 
Rhizosolenia bergonii 1 1 1 
Stephanopyxis schenckii . 5 
s. turris 13 20 14 1 3 2 1 4 6 11 9 30 15 2 2 2 1 1 3 2 
s. horridus (n.sp.) . 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 5 3 1 1 1 
s. turn's v.cylindrius 63 68 38 42 83 75 42 46 27 29 10 18 17 68 29 14 18 7 20 14 31 34 34 
Thalassionema nitzschioides 65 52 89 71 80 97 155 61 130 89 62 63 48 102 94 23 35 20 95 50 45 112 81 
T. nitzschioides vars. 4 4 2 11 5 3 9 2 17 11 3 2 1 4 2 6 2 3 1 5 2 9 3 
Thatassiosira ant1qua • 44 19 20 31 9 19 10 39 17 30 56 58 48 19 21 24 20 20 33 29 47 20 21 
T. convexa . 2 4 2 1 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 8 2 1 
T. decipiens 10 13 5 19 16 8 12 4 4 8 6 5 8 8 12 12 16 12 1 3 8 7 6 6 
T. gravida and f. fossilis . 3 5 3 4 11 5 3 6 4 8 9 6 3 22 20 6 7 2 3 4 8 5 7 
T. hya/ina 6 9 5 4 3 1 4 3 2 2 5 7 2 3 4 2 2 2 1 3 1 3 
T. kryophila 3 1 1 1 5 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T. nidulus . 5 2 6 2 4 7 4 13 6 3 5 7 4 10 6 2 3 2 2 2 4 6 3 
T. nordenskiOidi Z8 4 J1 15 24 i ·~ 

5 6 9 15 1 7 7 6 9 2 2 6 6 16 6 10 
T. oestrupi 3 1 5 2 4 5 2 3 1 1 2 7 1 3 1 1 1 
T.- pacifica 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
T. zabelinae • 5 11 6 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 2 1 

Total valves 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
Diatom numbers ( x1ii"l 0.4 1.4 1.5 4.0 3D 5.3 4.6 8.0 5.0 9.1 12.8 12.8 9.1 1.1 2.7 16.0 4.9 16.0 3.6 10.7 4.9 3.6 2.1 

Chart 1. Chart showing the distribution of the marine diatoms of the Tatsunokuchi 
Formation. The asterisked species are now extinct in the Pacific. 
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PORENTZKA Y A. op. cit.). D. seminae, a 
well known cold-water or boreal species 
·of the north Pacific plankton flora, is the 
·only living representative of the marine 
Denticula, and is considered a descen
·dant of D. kamtschatica (Joust, op. cit.). 
The first appearance of D. seminae was 
reported by SHESHUKOVA-PORENTZKA Y A 
{op. cit.) from Kamchatka to be in the 
Pliocene. The next frequent fossil spe
·cies are of the genus Thalassiosira. 
'Except for T. convexa that is a Pliocene 
:guide fossil in cores from the equatorial 
Pacific, four Thalassiosira species, T. 
.antiqua, T. gravida f. fossilis, T. nidulus 
:and T. zabelinae, appear in the late 
Miocene and extend up to the Pliocene 
'in northeast Japan (KOIZUMI, op. cit.) 
and in Sakhalin and Kamchatka (SHE
SHUKOVA-PORENTZKAYA, op. cit.). The 
first appearance of T. hyalina, T. hyo
phila and T. nordenskioldi is in the Plio
•cene. 

The sequential changes in the com
-binations of these extinct and marine 
·planktonic species are not given in the 
distribution chart (Chart 1). The fea
·tures of the diatom assemblage in the 
Tatsuncikuchi Formation, therefore, are 
·considered to be due to environmental 
-changes throughout the depositional 
time, with evolutionary changes playing 
:a minor role. 

According to the Code of Stratigra
·phic Nomenclature (American Commis
:sion on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 
1961), a body of rock strata characteri
:zed by a certain assemblage of fossils, 
which are mainly controlled by varia
·tions of the environment in the present 
-case, is called an assemblage zone. With-
-in an assemblage zone, organisms which 
most frequently occur together are 
grouped into a fossil association, which 
·in some cases can be interpreted as a 
·Jossil community. A fossil community 

is a fossil assemblage in which nearly 
all the specimens belong to the same 
ecological community according to F AGE
RSTROM (1964). 

In the present study, the fosssil as
sociations are defined by a statistical 
technique. There are several statistical 
techniques available for grouping the 
variables for forming fossil associations. 
The cluster analysis, developed in nu
merical taxonomy (MICHENER and SOKAL, 
1957; SOKAL and SENATH, 1963; HAY AMI 
and NAKANO, 1968), is used here to es
tablish the fossil associations. This 
method was first applied to ecological 
analysis by KAESLER (1966), and subse
quently for analysis of the ecology of 
living and subfossil animals (e. g. MAD
DOCKS, 1966 ; MELLO and BUZAS, 1968 ; 
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Text-fig. 3. Dendrogram showing the si
milarities of the samples based upon the 
Jaccard Coefficient computed from the oc
currence data for diatom species. 
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1SHIZAKI, 1968, 1969; UJIIE and KUSU· 
KA w A, 1969). In the paleoecological ana
lysis, so far as the writer is aware, Fox 
{1968) used the same method to establish 
the fossil associations within each as
semblage zone of the upper Ordovician 
Richmond Group. 

In the present study, the Q-mode ana
lysis (sample by sample comparison) is 
performed to group the aggregate of 
the samples having similar associations 
of species. Similarity coefficient between 
the pair of samples was calculated for 
the Jaccard Coefficient. The Jaccard 
Coefficient (Sj) is given by the equa
tion 

where NJK is the entire number of spe
cies contained in the samples being com
pared, NiK and NJk are the number of 
species either present or absent in the 
samples. Positive but not negative 
matches and mismatches of the species 
are taken into account in the coefficient. 
The clustering method used in compu
ting the dendrogram is the unweighted 
pair group method with simple arith
metic averages, and this is finally mo
dified by the short-circuit method des
cribed by HAYAMI and NAKANO (op. 
cit.). 

The results of the analysis are shown 
in the dendrogram of Text-fig. 3. At the 
0.60 level there are six clusters, two of 
which are composed of one sample res
pectively. The first of these single
sample "clusters" joins the first large 
c1 uster, and the second joins the fourth 
large cluster at a level lower than the 
chosen 0.60 phenon line. Consequently, 
four clusters, A, B, C and D, can be 
distinguished. As can be seen from Text
fig. 2, the clusters are discriminated rea
sonably in the view point of geography 

and also stratigraphy. Cluster A is 
geographically restricted to the southern 
region of the present area, consisting of 
samples which spread throughout the 
vertical level. The residuary clusters 
distribute in the northern region, in 
which cluster B is nearly restricted to 
the lower part, cluster C to the middle 
part and cluster D to the upper part of 
the stratigraphic column respectively. 

The division mentioned above of the 
clusters (Text-fig. 3) appears to reflect 
the species association of the same en
vironmental conditions (Text-fig. 4). 
Paleoecological interpretation of the 
fossil assemblages should be based on 
the closeness of the assemblages to the 
original assemblages that are composed 
of preservable organisms. The resem
blance of the Pliocene assemblage to 
the modern community may be very 
close. A classification of the modern 
diatom thanatocoenoses in the Pacific 
and the areal distribution of the assem
blages were reported by KANA Y A and 
KOIZUMI (1966), and Russian students (e. 
g. ]OUSE, 1962; BELYAEVA, 1963; ]OUSE 
et. al., 1969). The definition of the diatom 
assemblages at the present follows Jous:E: 
et. al. (op. cit.) in that the cold-water 
elements can be classified under smaller 
categories. 

Cluster A consists of species and varie
ties judged to be indigenous to the area 
of the Central and Equatorial water
masses, which are called the warm
water forms. Cluster B consists of spe
cies mainly indigenous to the arcto
boreal area, that is, the Bering Sea and 
the Sea of Okhotsk where the surface 
water is of lower salinity. Cluster C is 
characterized by the decrease in the 
number of total species, which appears 
to affect the number of benthonic ele
ments. Cluster D is characterized by 
having many benthonic species. 
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Summary 

During the Early Pliocene marine 
transgression, the Tatsunokuchi Forma
tion was deposited in a fairly wide em
bayment extending along the eastern 
margin of the Abukuma massif in Fuku
shima Prefecture (HANZA WA, 1950). The 
Tatsunokuchi sea deposited in the pre
sent area fine grained silts or sandy 
silts containing many diatom valves. 
After the deposition of these materials, 
a marine regression occurred and ter
restrial sediments were deposited in the 
Sendai area. 

The general interpretation of the en
vironment when the Tatsunokuchi sedi
ments were deposited had been based 
on the molluscan fossils. According to 
HAYASAKA (op. cit.), and KAMADA and 
HAYASAKA (op. cit.), the molluscan fauna 
in the present area is characterized by 
having such typical cold Oyashio ele
ments as Nucula tenuis, Spisula poly
nyma voyi and Peronidia venulosa, but 
no species restricted to the warm-water 
of southwest Japan. It was also stated 
by those authors that the molluscan 
fauna was composed of pure marine or 
stenohaline species of rather wide ba
thymetrical range. 

The present study reveals a distinct 
difference in the combinations of the 
diatom species. In the southern part of 
the present area the fossil diatom as
sociation consisted of warm-water ele
ments which might be due to a warm 
paleo-Kuroshio Current during Tatsuno
kuchi time. In the northern part of the 
area the association of diatom species 
mainly consists of open-water elements 
that changed to shallow-water elements 
near at the end of Tatsunokuchi time. 

The diatom assemblage of the Tatsu
nokuchi Formation is in response both 

to the environmental conditions and the 
general evolutionary trends of the dia
toms. And they seem to be chronologi
cally restricted to the lower Pliocene. 

Description of two new species 

Family Discoideae SCHUTT, 1896 

Subfamily Coscinodiscoideae 

SCHUTT, 1896 

Tribe Melosirae ScHUTT, 1896 

Genus Stephanopyxis EHRENBERG, 1845 

Stephanopyxis horridus KorzuMr, n. sp. 

Pl. 42, figs. 1a-2b 

Syn. As Stephanopyxis schenckii KANA YA, 

1959: Sr-IESHUKOVA-PORENTZKAYA, 1.967, 
pl. 1, fig. 1., pl. 7, figs. 4a, a, pl. 1.3,. 
figs. 2a, a. 

Description: Valve circular, 35-53 fi 
in diameter, arched as high as valve 
diameter. Areolae closed, coarse, hexa
gonal, covering the valve surface, attain
ing nearly equal-size, numbering about 
2 in 10 f.1, and arranged in three systems 
of straight tangential sculptures. On 
entire valve, short spines present at the 
corners of areolae. The marginal brim 
bears spines extending from the corners 
of marginal areolae, 3-4 in 10 f.1, on the 
hyaline margin, 3-4 f.1 in width. 

Holotype: The position of a specimen 
by the England Finder (RIEDEL and 
FOREMAN, 1961) is ]48-0N, in slide no. 
7145, 40 f.1 in diameter, from Joe. no. 
Odaka 1-1. 

Para type: The position of a specimen 
by the England Finder, T44-0E; in slide 
no. 7123, 35 f.1 in diameter, from Joe. no. 
Isobe 9-1. 

Remarks: The new species resembles 
Stephanopyxis schencbi but differs from 
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it in not having petal-shaped areolae on 
the brim and hyaline margin. SHESHU
KOVA-PORENTZKAY A (op. cit.) states that 
the specimens that were identified with 
Stephanopyxis schenckii in the Pliocene 
samples from Etholonskaya suit, Rekin
nikskaya Bay, Kamchatka, lack the petal
shaped areolae on the brim and the hya
line. The new species is distinguished 
from Stephanopyxis ferox (GREV.) RALFS, 
1861 : in SCHMIDT, 1888, Atlas, pl. 130, 
fig. 15, by the coarser areolae. 

Occurrences in the present materials: 
Rare in many samples. The new species 
may be one of the marker taxa of the 
Pliocene age. 

Family Fragilarioideae ScHUTT, 1896 

Subfamily Fragilarieae SCHUTT, 1896 

Tribe Fragilariinae ScHUTT, 1896 

Genus Rhaphoneis EHRENBERG, 1844 

Rhaphoneis tatsunokuchiensis 

KOIZUMI, n. sp. 

Pl. 42, figs. 3, 4 

Description: Valve lanceolate-rhombic 
or lanceolate, with produced apices. The 
length of the apical axis 20-36 p, trans
apical axis 5-10 p. Valve surface flat, 
covered with large sub-rectangular 
puncta, 6-8 in 10 p. Puncta in weakly 
radiating curved lines on both sides of 
a narrowed linear pseudoraphe, and are 
interrupted by the sub-marginal hyaline 
line extending parallel to the valve mar
gin. The number of longitudinal paral
lel rows of puncta is about 6. 

Holotype: The position of a specimen 
by the England Finder, T44-4; in slide 
no. 6717, 22 p in length, from loc. no. 
Tomioka 36. 

Para type: The position of a specimen 

by the England Finder, U33-0W ; in 
slide no. 7107, 28 p in length, from loc. 
no. Okuma 2-3. 
Remarks~· The new species resembles 

Rhaphoneis mediopunctata MARTA, 1968: 
p. 143, pl. 41, figs. 16-27, and its variety 
matraensis MARTA, p. 144, pl. 42, figs. 
1-5, from which it differs by the small 
size of the valve. 

Occurrences in the present materials: 
Very rare in the three samples studied. 
The species are found commonly through
out the Pliocene of northeast Japan. 
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Floral references 

The references are given for those 
taxa of the Tatsunokuchi Formation 
that are judged to be marine planktonic 
tropical and arcto-boreal forms, and ex
tinct forms in the Pacific. They are 
arranged alphabetically. The taxa which 
are treated in HUSTEDT (1927-) are re
ferred directly to HUSTEDT (ojJ. cit.). As 
for the taxa which are not treated in 
HUSTEDT (op. cit.), the references to the 
original descriptions as far as possible 
are made. Additional references are 
selected from the descriptions and illus
trations which were particularly helpful 
for the present identifications. Synonyms 
are mentioned only in the case that they 
are not cited in the previous works. 
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Most of the species are illustrated as 
indicated in brackets. 

Actinocyc!us ellip 1£cus GRuN. v. moronensis 
(DEBY) KoLBE, 1954: p. 21, pl. 3, figs. 
29, 30. Remarks: A broken specimen 
from the sample of Tomioka 36 fully 
agrees with the figures of KoLBE (/.c.) 
as well as with the individuals from the 
original material from Moron (as Actino
cyc!us (Cestodiscus) moroniensis BRUN, 
1891 : p. 6, pl. 19, fig. 2). As far as 
known today, the geologic range of the 
varity is middle-upper Miocene. 

Actinocyclus elongatus GRu!\". in VAN HEURCK, 
1880: pl. 125, fig. 15; KoLBE, 1955, p. 
164, pl. 2, fig. 20. 

Asteromphalus darwinii EHR., 1844: in ScH
MIDT, 1876, Atlas, pl. 38; ·fig. 16; Koi
ZUMI, !968, pl. 32, fig. 7; HANNA, 1970, 
p. 180, fig. 90. Remarks: The observed 
specimens seem to be close to A. darwinii 
as described and illustrated by GREVILLE 
(1860, p. 116, pl. 4, figs. 12, 13). The 
outline of the hyaline area is slightly 
concave. The species has been pre
viously reported only from the upper 
Miocene-Pliocene. (Pl. 43, fig. 5) 

Bacteriosira fragilis GRAN, 1900: in Hus
TEDT, 1929, Kieselalg. I, p. 544, fig. 310; 
SHESHUKOVA-PORENTZKAYA, 1967, p. 202, 
pl. 33, figs. 3a, b. Remarks: The spe
cies appears in the Far East during the 
Pliocene, and becomes an imporiant 
member of the flora of the neritic zone 
of the arcto-boreal region since the Plei
stocene. 

Biedu!phia aurita (LYNG.) BREB. and Goo., 
1838: £n HusTEDT, 1930, Kieselalg. I, p. 
846, fig. 501. 

C!adogramma californica EHR., 1854: in VAN 
HEURCK, 1881, pl. 83, figs. 8, 9; KANAYA, 
1959, p. 87, pl. 6, fig. 1; WoRNARDT, 
1967, p. 42, fig. 64; KOIZUMI, 1968, pl. 
32, fig. 19. Remarks: The known geolo
gical age of the species is upper Miocene. 

Coscinodiscus lineatus EHR., 1938: in Hus
TEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 392, fig. 204; 
REINHOLD, 1937, p. 97, pl. 11, fig. 7; 
LOII:'.IAN, 1941, p. 68, pl. 12, fig. 10; CUPP, 

1943, p. 53, figs. 15a-c; KoiZUMI, 1968, 
pl. 32, fig. 26 (not fig. 27). Remarks : 
Diameter of valve 30-60 p.. The rows of 
polygonal areolae in straight lines are 
arranged on three regular tangential 
systems, so that all the lines of the 
areolae appear to be parallel to the dia
meter. Areolae slightly smaller at the 
margin than in the central area of the 
valve, 3-6 in l.O p. at center and 7 at 
margin. Valve margin strong, radially 
striated and with distinct spinulae. 

Coscinodiscus nodulijer ScHMIDT, 1878: in 
HUSTEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 426, fig. 
229; KoLBE, 1954, p. 33, pl. 3, figs. 35-
37; HENDEY, 1964; p. 77, pi. 22, fig. 10. 

Coscinodiscus pustulatus MANN, 1907: p. 257, 
pl. 48, fig. 3; HANNA, 1970, p. 185, figs. 
12, 19-24. Remarks: The species was 
originally described from 1866 fathoms 
in the Bering Sea. HANNA (l. c.) states, 
however, that " it is entirely possible 
that it came from an exposed subsurface 
outcrop of strata of Pliocene age and 
nothing like it has been in any of the 
collections of living marine diatoms I 
have made in the Arctic and sub-Arctic". 
(Pl. 43, fig. 12) 

Denticula kamtschatica ZABELINA, 1934: in 
SI:VIONSE:'\ and KANAYA, 1961, p. 503, pl. 
1, figs. 14-18; SIIESHUKOVA-PORE"'TZ
KA YA, 1967, p. 300, pl. 47, figs. 9a, b, pl. 
48, figs. 4a- ; KoiZUMI, 1968, pl. 34, 
figs. 7-10. Remarks: The species is 
found quite frequently in the samples of 
the upper Miocene and Pliocene age, and 
also from the upper part of the middle 
Miocene Onnagawa Formation and its 
correlative formations in northeast Japan. 
(Pl. 42, figs. 12, 13) 

Denticula seminae SIMONSEN and KANA YA, 
1961: p. 503, pl. 1, figs. 26-30; SHESHL'
KOVA-PORE"'TZKA YA, 1967, p. 301, pi. 47, 
figs. lla- , pl. 48, figs. 6a-r. Remarks: 
The species is frequently present also in 
the Pliocene strata of the Usti-Kamcha
tka, according to SHESHUKOVA-PORENT
ZKAYA (/.c.). (Pl. 42, figs. 5a, 5b, 6) 

Fragilariopsis cyclindrus (GRUN.) KRIEGER, 
1954: in HUSTEDT, 1958, p. 162, pl. 11, 
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figs. 145, 146; HASLE, 1965, p. 34, pl. 12, 
figs. 6-12, pl. 14, figs. l.-10, pl. 17, figs. 
2-4. Remarks: The observed specimens 
were 10-35 p long, 3-6 p wide and had 
12-13 costae in 10 fl· The keel puncta 
were seen as coarsened continuations of 
the costae. The straight and parallel 
margins of the valve, the broadly roun
ded apices, the apical axis isopole, the 
straight transapical costae confined to 
the rectangular part of the valve and 
the more weakly silicified, oblique costae 
of the semicircular part characterize the 
species as stated by HAsLE (/.c.). [Pl. 
42, figs. 8, 9) 

Hemidiscus cuneijormis WALL., 1860: in 
HusTEDT, 1930, Kieselalg. I, p. 904, fig. 
542. 

Hemidiscus weissflogi (GRUN.) HusT., 1955: 
HUSTEDT, p. 11, pl. 1, figs. 6, 7. Re
marks : The specimens in the present 
materials have all the appearance of 
HusTEDT's original description and figu
res. Broad ellipsoidal valve, 16-32 p in 
apical axis and 14-24 p in transapical 
axis, with tangential undulation. Radially 
arranged areolae, 10-14 in 10 p, which 
form a closed net of polygonal meshes. 
On one side of the valve, the areolae 
are distinctly smaller, and before the 
median ventral striae, 16-20 in lOp, there 
is a small and shallow hyaline area with 
a faint pseudonodule. Marginal spines 
distinct, with interspaces of about 3 p.. 

[Pl. 43, fig. 14) 
Hyalodiscus obsoletus SHESHUK., 1964: SHE· 

SHUKOVA-PORENTZKA YA, p. 71, pl. 1, fig. 
1, SHESI-JUKOVA·PORENTZKA YA, 1967, p. 
71, pl. 1, fig. 1, SHESI-JUKOVA-PORENTZ· 
KA YA, 1967, p. 131, pl. 12, fig. 2. Re
marks: Valve circular, 25-30 p. in dia
meter, strongly concave, and depressed 
in center, 10 p in diameter. Areolae and 
structure absent over valve surface, ex
cept distinct the marginal zone. The 
brim consists of a marginal zone of 
small areolae, 16-20 in 10 p., and small 
dotted, about 25 in 10 p., margin lt.L in 
width. According to SHESHUKOVA·PORE· 
NTZKA YA (l. c.), this species has a long 

geologic range of middle Miocene-Plio
cene, in the Sakhalin and Kamchatka 
regions. [Pl. 43, fig. 13) 

Melosira albicans SI-IESHUK., 1964; SI-IESHU· 
KOVA·PORENTZKAYA, p. 69, figs. 1, 2, pl. 
1, fig. 3; SHESHUKOVA-PORE:'-:TZI<A YA, 
1967, p. 124, pl. 10, figs. 2a, a, pl. 11, 
figs. 1a, a. Remarks: Valve small cir
cular, 10-18 p in diameter, surface flat 
with raised margin. Valve surface pun
ctate, puncta usually in radiating lines, 
often somewhat irregularly scattered in 
the center, 14-16 puncta in 10 p.. Valve 
margin well defined, with short striae, 
14-18 in 10 p, and among them strong 
spinules are conspinules, 6-8 in 10 p. 
Known previously only from the type 
material of the Pliocene age in Ust-Kam
chatka. [Pl. 43, figs. 1, 2) 

Navicula jamalinensis CL. v. simisevultus 
(BRUN) CL., 1895; in SHESHUKOVA-PORE· 
NTZKAYA, 1967, p. 238, pl. 45, fig. 5. 
Remarks: Geologic age and locality of 
the type material, stated to be Sendai, 
but precisely unknown. SHESHUKOVA· 
PoRENTZKAYA (/.c.) rarely found this 
species in the Pliocene Etholonskaya 
Formation, Penjnskaya Bay, Kamchatka. 

Nitzschia cfr. extincta Koz. and SHESHUK., 
1967; in SIIESHUKOVA-PORENTZKA YA, p. 
303, pl. 47, fig. 12. Syn., Nitzschia plio
cena (BRU:-.1) MERTZ, 1966; p. 30, pl. 6, 
figs. 14-20. Remarks: Vah•e elliptical 
to lanceolate, with acutely rounded non
rostrate ends, 18-36 p long, 4-7 p. wide. 
Canal raphe eccentric, keel puncta re
gularly spaced, 13-16 in 10 p. Pseudono
dulu present between the two keel puncta 
in the middle. Transapical costae present 
in number equal to keel puncta. By 
means of dark field illumination, the 
rows of poroids 2, poroids 3-4 in 10 fl· 
The species has been reported to have a 
long geologic range of middle Miocene
Pliocene. [Pl. 42, figs. lOa-llb) 

Nitzschia reinholdii KANA YA (MS) : in KA
NAYA and KoiZUMI, 1970, p. 58. Syn., 
Fragilaria pliocena BRuN, 1891: p. 28, pl. 
14, fig. 7, pl. 17, fig. 7; REINHOLD, 1937, 
p. 104, pl. 12, fig. 18. Nitzschia plio-
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cena (ERe:--;) WoRNARDT, 1.967: p. 88, 
figs. 212, 213. Fragilariopsis pliocena 
(BRu:-;) SuEsi-IUK., 1967: SI-IEsi-IUKOVA· 
POREt\TZKAYA, p. 305, pl. 47, fig. 13, pl. 
48, fig. 7; Ko1 zu;vu, 1968, pl. 34, figs. 13-
15; KAr-;A YA, 1970, pl. 40, figs. 7, 8. Re
marks: The observed valves are lan
ceolate, with more or less bluntly rounded 
ends, 60-85 f1 in the length and 10-14 f1 

in width. The keel puncta and the trans
apical costae are present in equal num
ber, 11-13 in 10 fl· The puncta in the 
transapical costae, 20-24 in 10 [I arranged 
in double rows. The species is closely 
related to Nitzschia marina GRUN., in 
VAi'\ HEURCK, 1880: pl. 57, figs. 26, 27; 
KoLBE, 1954, p. 40, pl. 3, figs. 38-40, 
from which differs in the outline of 
the valves and the finer transapical 
costae. The species has been reported 
previously from the upper Miocene
Pliocene age. (Pl. 42, figs. 14a-15cJ 

Nitzschia fossilis KANAYA (MS) :in KANAYA 
and KoiZUMI, 1970, p. 59. Remarks: 
The species shows a resemblance with 
Pseudoeunhtia doliolus (WALL.) GRUi'\., 
1880: Hcs·moT, 1932, Kieselalg. II, p. 
258, fig. 737: KoLBE, 1954, p. 43, pl. 3, 
fig. 41, from which it differs by the 
transapical axis isopole. In the present 
samples, the valves are identified with 
those of the species lanceolae with sub
acute apices. Length of valve 40-60 p. 

width 7-10 [t, 11-14 keel puncta and tran
sapical costae in 10 fl· Pseudonodulu 
present between the two keel puncta in 
the middle. The keel puncta are per
ceptible in dark field illumination as 
coarsened continuations of the trans
apical costae. Under the same condition, 
the puncta in the transapical costae are 
of two alternating rows, 20-24 in 10 fl· 
The species has been recoorded so far 
only from the Pliocene. (Pl. 42, figs. 
14a-15cJ 

Planl<toniella sol (WALL.) ScHUTT, 1893: in 
HusTEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 465, fig. 
295; HASLE, 1960, p. 1, pl. 3, figs. 19,20; 
BEL YAEVA, 1968, p. 111, pl. 5, figs. 1., 2. 
Remarks: In the present study, the 

peripheral wing-like extension was not 
seen on any specimens identified with 
the species. The species was distingui
shed from Coscinodiscus excentricus EHR., 
1839 : in HusTEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 
388, fig. 201, by having indistinct internal 
memberance opening and by lacking a 
ring of marginal spines. 

Porosira glacialis (GRUN.) Jif>RG., 1905: in 
HusEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 315, fig. 
153; Joust, 1957, pl. 3, figs. 4a, a; Joust, 
1962, pl. 2, fig. 1, pl. 79, fig. 11. Re
marks: The valves are broadly concave, 
20-30 fl in diameter. Areolae, 12-14 in 
10 p, arranged in indistinct fasciculae 
whose radial rows are somewhat sinuous 
and parallel to middle rows. 

Pseudopodosira elegans SIIESHUK., 1964: SHE· 
SI-IUKOVA-PORENTZKAYA, p. 75, pl. 1, fig. 
3, pl. 2, figs. 4, 5; SHESHUKOVA-POREN
TZKA YA, 1967, p. 178, pl. 24, fig. 3, pi. 
25, fig. 4. Remarks: Valves are circular, 
15-20 f1 in diameter, flat, and with sligh
tly swollen sharply defined narrow brim ; 
valve surface hyaline but the central 
part of the valve bears a few distinct 
small papilleas. The brim consists of 
jagged margin and the same size mar
ginal spinulae, 5-7 in 10 p, in front of 
each projecting part of jagged margin. 
According toSI-IESHUKOVA-PORENTZKA YA 
(!. c.), the known geological occurrence 
of the species in the Sakhalin and Kam
chatka is in Miocene and Pliocene. (Pl. 
43, figs. 3, 4) 

Pyxidicula weyprechtii GRUN., 1884: in Hus
TEDT, 1927, Kieselalg. I, p. 300, fig. 138. 
Remarks: The species is known only 
from the Arctic Sea near the Franz 
Josef Land according to HusTEDT (1. c.). 

Rhaphoneis ischaboensis (GRuN.) MERTZ v. 
angusta MERTZ, 1966: p. 26, pl. 5, figs. 
49-51. Remarks : Found so far only 
from the type material, Pisco Formation, 
upper Miocene, Peru, South America. 

Rhaphoneis ischaboensis (GRuN.) MERTZ v. 
linguiformis MEinz, 1966: p. 27, pl. 5, 
figs. 54-56. Remarks: Previously found 
only from its type locality. 

Rhaphoneis margaritalimbata MERTZ, 1966: 
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p. 27, pl. 6, figs. 1-3. Remarks : The 
species has been reported previously only 
from the Pisco Formation, upper Miocene 
South America. 

Rhizosolenia bergonii PERAG., 1892: in Hus
TEDT, 1929, Kieselalg. I, p. 575, fig. 327; 
]oust, MuKHINA and KozLovA, 1969, p. 
31, pl. 13, fig. 7; MUKH!NA, 1969, p. 54, 
pl. 2, fig. 5. Remarks: In the present 
study, the species is distinguished from 
Rhizosolenia praebergonii MucH., 1965: 
Mu~HINA, p. 24, pl. 2, figs. 3, 4; KOI
zu:-.n, 1968, p. 217, pl. 34, figs. 20, 21, by 
the very finely striate cylindrical valve, 
striae 18-20 rows in 10 f-1. and 18 puncta 
in 10 f', and a spine which is long, slen
der and usually straight. (Pl. 42, fig. 7) 

Stephanopyxis schenckii KANAYA, 1959: p. 67, 
pl. 2, figs. 2-4; SHESHUKOVA-PORENTZ
KA YA, 1967, p. 136, pl. 3, fig. 2, pl. 13, 
figs. 2B, r. Hom., Stephanopyxis schen
ckii KA:"A YA, in part, SHESHUKO\"A
POREI'TZKAYA, 1967, pl. 1, fig. 1, pl. 7, 
figs. 4a, a, pl. 13, figs. 2a, a. Remarks: 
Valves were found in the sample of To
mioka 36. The species is characterized 
by the brim bearing petal-shaped areolae, 
short spines at the corners of the areolae, 
and the hyaline margin. The species is 
a characteristic one in the middle Mio
cene. In the present study, the observed 
specimens may be ones intermixed. 

Thalassiosira antiqua (GRL"='i.) CL., in SI!E
SHUKOVA-PORENTZKA YA, 1967: p. 143, pl. 
14, figs. 3a, a; KOIZU~II, 1968, pl. 35, fig. 
11. Syn., Coscinodiscus antiuus (GRu;--;.) 
RAT., 1889: WoRl'\ARDT, 1967, p. 20, fig. 
23. Remarks: The valves resemble 
Coscinodiscus excentricus EIIR., from 
which they are distinguished by that the 
central part of the valve bears many 
papilleae, which are distinct but smaller 
than ordinary areolae, and by the distinct 
border. The species has been reported 
previously from the middle Miocene
Pliocene. 

Thalassiosira convexa MucH., 1965: MuKHINA, 
p. 22, pl. 11, figs. 1, 2. Remarks: Valve 
circular, 30-40 f-1. in diameter, convex and 
with narrow margin, 2-3 f-1. in width. 

Areolae almost of same size throughout 
the valve surface, 8-12 in 10 f-1. except in 
center where they are rare, and irregu
larly arranged. Areolae fascicularly ar
ranged, subdividing the valve surface 
into undulated sectors, the areolae runn
ing parallel to the lateral longest row of 
each sector. Margin distinct with striae,. 
10-12 in 10 f-1. and strong one almost al
ternately arranged, 5-7 in 10 I-'· The 
species has been found so far only from 
the Pliocene. (Pl. 4:3, figs. 15a-16b) 

Thalassiosira gravida CL., 1.896: in HussEDT, 
1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 325, fig. 161; CuPP, 
1943, p. 48, fig. 11; HENDEY, 1964, p. 86, 
pl. 1., fig. 7; HASLE, 1968, p. 196, figs. 3,. 
'1. Remarks: In the present study, une
qually arched valves with coarser areolae 
are frequently observed, these may be 
the resting spores of the species. Dia
meter of valve 25-40p. Polygonal areolae 
about 5 in 10 f-1., arranged in irregularly 
radial rows. Central area bears many 
clustered papilleae. Marginal spines, 8-
10 in 1.0 p, conspicuous with one larger 
spine. (Pl. 43, figs. lla, ·nb) 

Thalassiosira gravida CL. f. jossilis ]oust, 
1959: in ]oust, 1961., p. 63, pl. 1, fig. 9 ;. 
SHESHUKOVA-PORENTZKAYA, 1967, p. 1.47, 
pl. 15, figs. la-B. Remarks: Valve cir
cular, 25-35 /1 in diameter, swollen, as. 
high as 2/3 to 1/2 of valve diameter, and 
with a hyaline brim at the base of valve 
mantle. Areolae penta to hexagonal with 
close and ordered mesh, sometimes elon
gated to radial in midway. Arranged 
radially, 5-6 areolae in 10 p and with 
secondary concentric structure. The 
brim at the base of the valve mantle 
consists of a slope extending from the 
mantle, and a hyaline margin. Marginal 
minute puncta, 8-10 in 10 f-1., 3 in 1.0 (.1 

visible at inside, at the edge of the slope, 
no stronger spines. The range of the 
species is from the upper Miocene to· 
Pliocene. (Pl. 43, fig. 10) 

Thalassiosira hyalina (GRUN.) GRt:N., 1897: 
in HusTEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 323, 
fig. 159; ]oust, 1962, pl. 2, fig. 4. Re
marks: The individuals have, as shown.. 
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on JousE's illustration (l. c.), coarser 
areolae, 13-15 in 10 f.l, than in the des
cription given by HusTEDT (I. c.), 25 in 
10 f.l· It has not been found in rocks 
older than the Pliocene. (Pl. 43, fig. 7J 

Thalassiosira kryophila (GRUN.) }RG., 1905: 
in HusTEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 324, 
fig. 160; SllESHUI<OV A-PORENTZKA YA, 
1967, p. 146, pl. 14, fig. 6; KOIZU:VII, 
1968, p. 218, pl. 35, figs. 14, 15. Remarks : 
The known geologic range of the species 
is from the Pliocene to Recent. (Pl. 43, 
fig. 9J 

Thalassiosira nidulus (TEMP. and BRUN) 
JousE, 1961: p. 63, pl. 3, figs. 4, 5; SHE
SHUKOVA-PORENTZI<AYA, 1967, p. 1.40, pl. 
11, figs. Sa, a, pl. 14, figs. 1a, a; Km
ZUMI, 1968, pl. 35, figs. 21, 23. Remarks: 
Individuals, 20-30 p in diameter are 
slightly convex and circular. The valve 
consists of three parts; central part of 
the valve, 10-17 p in diameter, round to 
polygonal areolae arranged radially with 
secondary concentric rows, 6-8 in 10 p; 

distinct marginal edge, flat, hyaline, 3-
5 p in width; and on the hyaline mar
ginal edge, coronal ring with long thorn, 
3-4 in 10 p, which characterizes this 
species. The previous records of occur
rences are only from the upper Miocene
Pliocene. (Pl. 43, fig. 6J 

Thalassiosira nordenskioldi CL., 1875: in 
HusTEDT, 1928, Kieselalg. I, p. 321, fig. 
157; JousE, 1962, pl. 2, fig. 6, pl. 62, fig. 
2, pl. 79, figs. 3-5; HASLE, 1968 p. 196, 
figs. 2, 4, 8. Remarks : The species is 
characterized by a mucous thread at the 
central depression of the valve and the 
distinct sub-marginal circlet of spinulae. 
The species has not been found in rocks 
older than the Pliocene. (Pl. 43, fig. 8J 

Thalassiosira zabelinae JousE, 1961 : p. 66, 
pl. 2, figs. 1-7; SIIESHUI<OVA-PORENTZ
KA YA, 1967, p. 149, pl. 16, figs. 2a-F; 
KoiZUMI, 1968, p. 219, pl. 35, figs. 27, 28. 
Remarks : The species has been reported 
previouly only from the upper Miocene
Pliocene. (Pl. 43, figs. 17a, 17bJ 
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Nauk S. S. S. R., vol. 16, p. 59-70, 3 tabs. 
(in Russian) 

-- (1962) : Stratigraphic and paleogeogra
phic studies in the northwestern part of 
the Pacific Ocean. I zd. Akad. Nauk 

S. S. S. R., 258, p., 69 figs., 31 tabs., pis. 
1-5. Moscow. (in Russian with English 
abstract) 

--, l\1uciii1\A, V. V. and · KozLovA, 0. G. 
(1969) : Diatoms and silicoflagellates in 
the surface layer of sediments. in The 
Pacific Ocean, microftora and microfauna 
in the Recent sediments of Pacific Ocean. 
Akad. Nauk S. S. S. R., p. 7-47, 19 figs., 

Explanation of Plate 42 

(All figures x 1.000) 

Figs. la, lb. Stephanopyxis horridus KoiZUMI, slide no. 7123, T44-0E,* 35tt in diameter, from 
Isobe 9-l. lb, with the focus lower than la. 

Figs. 2a, 2b. Stephanopyxis horridus KoiZU:VII, slide no. 7145, J48-0N, 40 f! in diameter, from 
Odaka 1-1. 2b, with the focus lower than 2a. 

Fig. 3. Rhaphoneis tatsunokuchiensis Koizu:vrr, slide no. 7107, U33-0W, 28 p in length, from 
Okuma 2-3. 

Fig. 4. Rhaphoneis tatsunokuchiensis KoiZUMI, slide no. 6717, T44-4, 22 p in length, from To
mioka 36. 

Figs. 5a, 5b. Denticula seminae SIMONSEN and KANA YA, slide no. 7113, F41-4, 22 p in length, 
from Okuma 1-3. 

Fig. 6. Denticula seminae SIMONSEN and KANA YA, slide no. 7128, G45-3N, 30 p in length, 
from Odaka 1-3. 

Fig. 7. R hizosolenia bergonii PERAG., slide no. 7145, N38-0S, 67 f1 in length, from I so be 9-1. 
Fig. 8. Fragilariopsis cyclindrus (GRUN.) KRIEGER, slide no. 6703, J42-4N, 36 fl in length, 

from Tomioka 34. 
Fig. 9. Fragilariopsis cyclindrus (GRUN.) KRIEGER, slide no. 7133, W48-4N, 10 ,u in length, 

from Isobe 6. 
Figs. lOa, lOb. Nitzschia cfr. extincta Koz. and SI·mSI!UK., slide no. 7149, 045-3S, 35 p in 

length, from Isobe 9-3. lOb, by means of the dark field illumination. 
Figs. 11a, 11b. Nitzschia cfr. extincta Koz. and SIIESHUK., slide no. 7127, H47-4N, 19 p in 

length, from Odaka 1-3. llb, by means of the dark field illumination. 
Fig. 12. Denticula kamtschatica ZABELINA, slide no. 7127, H47-4N, 195 in length, from Odaka 

1-3. 
Fig. 13. Denticula kamtschatica ZABELINA, slide no. 7111, J41-2S, 21 p. in length, from Okuma 

1-1. 
Figs. 14a-14c. Nitzschia fossilis KANAYA (MS), slide no. 7113, 041-0S, 45 p in length, from 

Okuma 1-3. 14b, with the focus lower than 14a. 14c, by means of the dark field illu
mination. 

Figs. 15a-15c. Nitzschia fossilis KANA YA (MS), slide no. 7113, H40-3, 58 f.l in length, from 
Okuma 1-3. l5b, with the focus lower than 15a. 15c, by means "i. dark field illumina
tion. 

Figs. 16a-16c. Nitzschia reinholdii KANA YA (MS), slide no. 7111, K" ~-1, 85 p in length, from 
Okuma 1-1. 16b, with the focus lower than 16a. 16c, by 11' ,ans of the dark field illu
mination. 

*: The position of a specimen in a strewn slide read by the ,..,;ngland Finder (RIEDEL and 
FOREMAN, 1961). 
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Explanation of Plate 43 

(All figures x 1000) 

Fig. l. Melosira albicans SHESHUK., slide no. 7111, M39-1E, 10 p in diameter, from Okuma 1-1. 
Fig. 2. Melosira a/bicans SHESHUK., slide no. 7111, T39-3E, 13 p. in diameter, frpm Okuma 1-1. 
Fig. 3. Pseudopodosira elegans SHESHUK., slide no. 7114, T42-3N, 18 p. in diameter, from Oku-

ma, 1-3. 
Fig. 4. Pseudopodosira elegans SHESHUK., slide no. 7137, G47-3, 19 p. in diameter, from Isobe 

7. 
Fig. 5. Asteromphalus darwinii EHR., slide no. 7145, ]43-0E, 25 p. in diameter, from Isobe 9-1. 
Fig. 6. Thalassiosira nidulus (TEMP. and BRUN) ]ousE:, slide no. 7107, H41-0NE, 20 p. in 

diameter, from Okuma 2-3. 
Fig. 7. Thalassiosira hyalina (GRUN.) GRUN., slide no. 7153, Q45-1, 27 p. in diameter, from 

Isobe 10. 
Fig. 8. Thalassiosira nordenskioldi CL., slide no. 7107, M41-2, 21 p. in diameter, from Okuma 

2-3. 
Fig. 9. Thalassiosira kryophila (GRUN.) ]RG., slide no. 7119, E40-0S, 23 p. in diameter, from 

Odaka 3-2. 
Fig. 10. Thalassiosira gravida CL. f. fossilis ]ousE:, slide no. 7115, F41-0E, 27 p. in diameter, 

from Okuma 1-2. 
Figs. lla, llb. Thalassiosira gravida CL., slide no. 7128, M37-1S, 34 p in diameter, from 

Odaka 1-3. llb, with the focus lower than 11a. 
Fig. 12. Coscinodisus pustulatus MANN, slide no. 7124, L40-2S, 37 p. in diameter, from Odaka 

1-1. 
Fig. 13. Hyalodiscus obsoletus SHESHUK., slide no. 7111, 038-4, 26 p. in diameter, from Okuma 

2-3. 
Fig. 14. Hemidiscus weissflogi (GRUN.) RusT., slide no. 7107, S35-0W, 23 p. in length, from 

Okuma 2-3. 
Figs. 15a, 15b. Thalassiosira convexa MucH., slide no. 7113, R38-3, 33 p. in diameter, from 

Okuma 1-3. 15b, with the focus lower than 15a. 
Figs. 16a, 16b. Thalassiosira convexa MucH., slide no. 7117, E46-0W, 30 p. in diameter, from 

Odaka 3-1. 16b, with the focus lower than 16a. 
Figs. 17a, 17b. Thalassiosira zabelinae ]ovzE:, slide no. 7104, ]32-0SE, 46 p. in diameter, from 

Okuma 2-1. 17b, with the focus lower than 17a. 
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599. CTENIS SPECIES FROM THE ITOSHIRO SUB-GROUP 

(LOWER CRETACEOUS), THE TETORI GROUP, 

CENTR~L HONSHU, JAPAN* 

TATSUAKI KIMURA 

Mejiro Gakuen Woman's Junior College 

and 

SHIN JI SEKIDO 

Science Educatiop Centre, Ishikawa Prefecture 

~l&~!W:filrttslllii\!Hl!J\OJ Ctenis f!Jl: :fiJII*:fiJII;ml}lf§~=t;t-J·Jf€~, =f·l&III:Ji:iJiEOJI§f-J·~J: 
iJifl':~::ffi'T 7.J:fiilttJ3illi.~!W~£!Jl(P)6- · 1[)6-]L~fB~n!iP ~ffifill Ctenis nipponica '1!::~.\t L..t.: 
OJ't'i\~ill!G¥1Fa·i"7.Jc c ~IC, ~:b-lt'L Ctenis kaneharai 'l!::fl})l~~L... "!t.:~IJOJlfif.ic]j.~ 

;j1,7.J c. sp. (n.sp.?) 'l!::il~il'&L..t.:. f{rf!Jlc L..td~t.<$:OJ-$v'i196l&f., *mc.J:-?'L, ;f:T=fOJ 
~r,~v':l:~-?t.:il~ C. kaneharai YoKOYAMA c L..'Lil~ill!G¥1H5·L..t:~OJ-c:·~7.J. :t.""OJ~OJl*~ 
ICJ:-? 'L, ~JtOJ:%Y!fil$OJAJJH~t.,d~*~~il~~~;h,, c;h,~~JtOJ?'~~ii'~~JJl9i' L..'L, ~:'M 
~OJt~*l':l:, T't'lr:f!t,W.~~jgil,~il~ill!G¥1l"i!r~n'L1t'7.l 50:ff5'kOJ Ctenis f!JlOJv'·Ht.c ~-¥!1: 
L.. id:V';:: c :Q;a~ ~ il' c tJ;-? t.:. *~l':l: Anthrophyopsis, Quervainia t.&. c c c ~ IC~~;I;:Jlm'l!:: 
7f-T Cycadales 0)-~-e, Cycadales J;l.?'j.OJ~'"C~~;I;:Jlm'l!::7f-T Dictyozamites, Senia, 
Sagenopteris, Glossopteris, Yabeiella tJ: c c c ~ IC, ~::{fi'lct'f:llf:il~~ o J: '5 I:: it~~ ~n7.J. 

In 1961, the senior writer KIMURA des· 
cribed two Ctenis fronds which were 
different in external appearance from 
each other, under the name of Ctenis 
kaneharai YoKOYAMA. Many good Ctenis 
fronds since then collected have led us 
into the result that most of them ap
parently belong to a new species, Ctenis 
nipponica here described, though depend
ing only on their external morphology. 

All specimens here described were 
derived from the upper course of the 
Mekkodani, Ozo, Oguchi-mura, Ishikawa-

* Received Dec. 22, 1971; read June 3, 1972 
at Utsunomiya. 
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/l:fti~A~ · lilf'f~{X 

gun, Ishikawa prefecture, the equivalent 
of the Kuwashima formation (Lowest of 
Lower Cretaceous), the Itoshiro Sub
Group, the Tetori Group. 

We thank the members of the Koma
tsu City Museum, Ishikawa prefecture 
for their kind help in collecting fossil 
material. 

Description of the species 

Cycadales 

Genus Ctenis LINDLEY & HUTTON, 1834 

Besides the most part of angiosperms 
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and some of pteridophytes, Anthrophyo
psis NATHORST, 1879, Ctenis LINDLEY & 
HUTTON, 1834, Dictyozamites (OLDHAM) 
MEDLICOTT & BLANFORD, 1879, Furcula 
HARRIS, 1932, Glossopteris BRONGNIART, 
1828, Quervainia HARRIS, 1932, Sagenop
teris PRESL, 1838, Senia KHAN, 1969 and 
Yabeiella OISHI, 1931, are fossil genera 
known to have leaves representing net
worked nervation with various extent. 
Their palaeogeographical distribution, 
especially in Ctenis, Dictyozamites, Glos
sopteris and Yabeiella seems to be signi
iicant. 

Among them, Anthrophyopsis, Ctenis 
and Quervainia are now believed to be 
-cycadean frond, Dictyozamites to be ben
nettitalean, some of Glossopteris and 
most of Sagenopteris to be pteridosper
mous, and Furcula (some authors believe 
it to be some dicotyledon leaflet), Senia 
{from the Upper Permian of India) and 
Yabeiella are still problematical in their 
taxonomic position. 

Regarding the Ctenis, though we have 
not taken an opportunity to see the ori
:ginal description by LINDLEY & HUTTON, 
-our specimens agree well with the de
finition stated since by SEWARD (1917), 
HARRIS (1932, 1964) and FLORIN (1933) 
:as follows ; " Leaf once pinnate, pinna 
usually with entire margins, inserted 
1aterally on the rachis ; pinnae with no 
midrib but with several more or less 
-parallel veins which anastomose and 
which reach the margins of the pinnae." 

From the Mesozoic so far as we know, 
·more than 50 Ctenis species have hitherto 
been described and most of them have 
been able to be referred here for the 
·comparison with ours. Among the 
following, asterisked species have been 
distinguished with support by their 
·Cuticular character. 

The following species have large 
fronds and have long and narrow, ribbon-

like large pinnae, generally more than 
3.5 em in maximum width: 

Ctenis approximatus JACOB & SHUKLA (Mid
dle Jurassic? of Afghanistan) 

C asplenioides (ETTINGSHAUSEN) ScHENK; 
1868 (in SEWARD, 1917, Lower Jurassic 
of Hungary) 

C. grandifolia FONTAINE, 1896 (in WARD, 
1905, Middle Jurassic? of Oregon and 
California) 

C. hungarica STAUB, 1896 (in SEWARD; 1917, 
Lower Jurassic of Hungary) 

*C. latepinnata FLORIN, 1933 (Upper Triassic 
of Sweden) · 

*C. taxa FLORIN, 1933 (Upper Triassic of 
Sweden) 

*C. stewartiana HARRIS, 1932 (Lower Jurassic 
of Greenland and Sweden) 

*C. cfr. stewartiana HARRIS, 1964 (Middle 
Jurassic of Yorkshire) 

The following three species have 
toothed, deeply dissected margin around 
and deeply serrated only on the lower 
side respectively : 

*Ctenis exilis HARRis, 1964 (Middle Jurassic 
of Yorkshire) 

C. harrisif VAKI-IRAMEE\", 1971 (Lower Creta
ceous of Stanovoy Range) 

C. stanovensis VAKHRAl\-IEEV, 1971 (Lower 
Cretaceous of Stanovoy Range) 

Such pinnae as having toothed or 
deeply serrated margin appear to deviate 
from the generic definition of Ctenis, but 
according to HARRIS (1964), in cuticular 
nature, C. exilis resembles certain· other 
Ctenis species, being intermediate bet
ween C. kaneharai and C. stewartiana. 

The following nine species are respec
tively characteristic in their pinna form : 

*Ctenis nathorsti MoLLER, 1902 (in FLORIN, 
1933, Rhaeto-Liassic of Sweden) C. nana 
SAMYLINA, 1963 (Lower Cretaceous of 
Eastern Siberia) are both smaller in size 
and rectangular and ovate in pinna form 
respectively. 
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C. gracilis TsAo, 1965 (Upper Triassic of 
Kwangtung, China) and C. takamiana 
OISHI & HuZIOKA, 1938 (Upper Triassic 
of Nariw'a, Japan and Llantenes, Argen
tina) have Anomozamites-type pinn·ae. 

C. remoitinervis RAciBORSKI, 1894 (in SE
WARD, 1917, Lower Jurassic. of Poland) 
has pinnae attached to the upper surface 
of rachis as in Nilssonia. 

C. imbricata Fo:--~TAINE·, 1889 (Lower Creta
ceous Potomac) represents the pinna 
bases imbricated on the rachis. 

C. yabei OISHI·, 1932 (Upper Triassic of Na
.. riwa) .has characteristic···ovate pinnae. 

C. formosa V AKHRAMEEV, 1961 (Lower Creta
c·eous .of Bureja basin) a'nd C. latiloba 
KRYSHTOFOVICH & PRYNADA, 1932 (Low
er Cretaceous of Eastern Siberia and Us
suriland) are moderate in size but have 
also characteristic ear-like lobed pinnae. 

The following species have characte
ristic triangular pinnae respectively : 

Ctenis auriculata FoNTAINE, 1.896 (Middle 
Jurassic? of Oregon) 

C. burejensis PRYNADA, 1934 (in VAKI1RA· 
MEEV & DOLUDENKO, 1961., Jurasso-Creta
ceous of Bureja basin) 

C. burejensis PRYNADA f. typica PRYNADA, 
1945 (in SAMYLINA, 1963, Lower Creta
ceous of Eastern Siberia) 

C. latifolia (BRONGNIART) SEWARD, 1904 (in 
BROi\"GKIART, 1828, Middle Jurassic of 
Yorkshire) 

C. uwatokoi TOYAMA & OISHI, 1935 (Upper 
Jurassic of Northeastern China and Mon
golia). 

The foHowing four ·also have chara
cteristically rectangular pinnae which 
are truncated in the latter two : 

Ctenis chaoi SzE, 1933 (Lower Jurassic of 
China) 

C. constrictus JAcOB & SHKULA, 1955 (Middle 
Jurassic? of Afghanistan) 

C. pleschkovii GENKINA, 1963 (Middle Juras
sic of Eastern Ural) 

C. uralensis GENKINA, 1963 (Middle Jurassic 
of Eastern Ural). 

The following species have long ancJl. 
narrow, generally parallel-sided, ribbon
like pinn·ae, mostly With expanded or 
decurrent bases with various extent ex
cept C. kaneh·arai which sometimes have
pinnae with contracted both basal max
gins. Pinnae are more or less falcate: 
in sDme species : 

*Ctenis sulcicaulis (PHILLIPs) WARD, 1905-
(Type spec'ies) (Middle Jurassic of Y ark
shire; Middle Jurassic? of Oregon;. 
Lower Jurassic ? of Afghanistan; Lower· 
·cretaceous of Eastern Siberia). C. falcata 
has been included in this type species as. 
synonym on accdunt of its priority. 

C. afghanensis JACOB & SHKULA, 1955 (Mid
dle Jurassic? of Afghanistan) 

C. borealis (DAWSON) BELL, 1956 (Lower· 
Cretaceous of Western Canada) 

C. chinensis Hsu, 1954 (Middle Jurassic? of 
China) 

*C. fal!ax NATHORST, 1879 (in HARRIS, 1932,. 
Upper Triass'ic of Sweden and Greenland) 
(FLORIN 'rriade HARRIS' ·Greenland spe
cimen synonymous with his new speCies. 
C. minuta) 

C. intermedia (KRYS!-ITOFOVICH & PRYNADA)
PRYi\"ADA, 1937 (in SAMYLINA, 1963,. 
Lower Cretaceous of Eastern Siberia) 

C. japonica OisHI, 1932 (Upper Triassic of 
Nariwa) 

*C. kaneharai YoKOYAMA (Middle Jurassic· 
of Yorkshire; Upper Jurassic of Nor
theastern China; Lower Cretaceous Ito-· 
shiro) 

*C. minuta FLORIN, 1933 (Upper Triassic of 
Sweden and Greenland) 

*C. nilssoni (NATHORST) HARRIS, 1932 (Upper 
Triassic of Greenland and Sweden) 

C. orovillensis FoNTAINE 1896 (in WARD~ 
1905, Middle Jurassic? of Oregon; in 1961 .. 
VAKHRAMEEV & DOLUDENKO describedi 
C. cfr. orovillensis from the Jurasso-Cre
taceous of Bureja basin) 

C. prmtica DELLE, 1967 (Middle Jurassic of 
Transcaucasia) 

*C. reedi HARRIS, 1947 (Middle Jurassic of' 
Yorkshire) 

C. yamanarii KAWASAKI, 1926 (Lower Juras•-
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sic of Korea) 
C. yokoyamai KRYSHTOFOVICH & PRYNADA, 

1932 (Jurasso-Cretaceous of Siberia, and 
Ussuriland). 

Besides the above, we knew the fol
lowing Ctenis species had been described 
·by various authors, but unfortunately 
we could not give any comment on them 
for we had no more detailed information 
:about them : 

Ctenis abbreviata BRAUN, 1843, C. angusta 
.BRAUN, 1843, C. angustissima PRYNADA (in 
VAKHRAMEEV & DOLUDENKO, 1961), C. ano
:mozamioides LEE, 1964, C. cracoviensis RA.ci
'BORSKI, 1894, C. grandis SAPORTA, 1879, C. 
.inconstans BRAUN, 1843, C. lunzensis STUR, 
1885, C. marginata BRAUN, 1843, C. neurop
. .teroides DAUGHERTY, 1941, C. patagonica 
•CAZAUBON, 1947 (in HERBST, 1965), C. per
miana HowsE, 1890, C. potockii STUR, 1888 

;and its varieties, C. renaulti ZALLESKY, 1928 
:and C. wardii FONTAINE, 1896. 

We could also refer the specimens 
-described as Ctenis sp. or Ctenis? sp. by 
BELL (1956), GENKINA (1963), HARRIS 
·(1932), ]ONES & JERSEY (1947), KAWA
SAKI (1925), OISHI (1932), OISHI & TAKA
-HASHI (1936), SRIVASTAVA (1954), SZE 
·(1931), TESLENKO (1970) and YOKOYAMA 
·(1906) to the present study. Ctenis sp. 
derived from Raniganj coal-field, the 
Lower Gondwana, India by SRIVASTAVA 
.is an imperfect impression but is of 
special interest in its oldest represen
·tative of Ctenis-type leaflet so far as we 
.know. 

Ctenis nipponica KIMURA & SEKIDO, 

sp. nov. 

Pl. 44, figs. 1, 2 ; Pl. 45, figs. 1, 2 ; 
Text-fig. 1 

J.961. Ctenis kaneharai: KIMURA, p. 29, Pl. 
6. fig. 2 (non fig. 1) 

Diagnosis: Frond fairly large, 14 em 
in width, unknown in length, pinnate. 
Rachis slender 1-6 mm across measured 
on impression, the ornamentation or 
striation of its surface not clear. Pinnae 
apparently subopposite or opposite, at
tached to the lateral sides of the rachis 
with wide angle, nearly perpendicular 
to 60 degrees, set closely or narrowlY 
spaced, parallel-sided but increasing 
their width gradually to the apical por
tion and narrow quickly to meet at an 
angle of about 50-60 degrees instead of 
gradual tapering, pinna base mostly con
tracted ; 8 em in length and 2-3 em wide 
at the widest portion. Nerves are nu
merous, parallel except near the base 
where they are somewhat divergent and 
often conspicuously decurrent, and end
ing at the margin, about 8 in number 
per em at the base, often forking and 
are reticulate forming elongate meshes. 
Description of specimens: Many frag
ments of fronds have been collected 
from the same locality. Unfortunately 
they are all impressions of the frond, 
so no organic substance has preserved. 

Pl. 44, fig. 1 shows probably middle 
portion of a frond with slender rachis 
sending off the pinnae nearly perpendi
cularly, with somewhat contracted both 
basal margins and with conspicuously 
decurrent nerves at the base . 

Pl. 45, fig. 1 shows a similar specimen 
to the above but having pinnae directed 
a little forwards a:n.d recurving back
wards. Pl. 45, fig. Z clearly shows the 
characteristic apical portion of pinnae 
enlarged and Pl. 44, fig. 2 shows enlarged 
basal part of nerves. Text-fig. 1 shows 
two typical pinna forms of this new 
species. 

Comparison and discussion: This spe
cies is characterised in the pin:p.a form 
which is parallel-sided or increasing 
graduallY in width towards the abruptly 
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B 

Text-fig. 1. Pinna outline of Ctenis nip
ponica KIMURA & SEKIDO sp. nov., A; copied 
from the paratype KM-61.328, B; from the 
holotype KM-57101. 

tapering apex, with more or less con· 
tracted both bases and in the conspi· 
cuously decurrent nerves at the base. 

Among the species formerly described, 
as stated above, the species which should 
be compared with ours would be both 
C. kaneharai and C. yokoyamai. In 1906, 
YoKOYAMA originally described C. kane
harai based on single imperfect specimen 
without pinna apices from Northeastern 
China. He compared his new species 
witn C. zeyshneri RACIBORSKI, 1892 
(Lower Jurassic of Poland) to which 
we have not been referred yet. YoKOY A· 
MA's specimen is similar in form to a 
specimen described by the senior author 
(KIMURA, 1961, Pl. 6, fig. 1). In 1933 
OISHI mentioned that YOKOYAMA's spe· 
cies was also comparable with C. orovil
lensis and in 1940 he described similar 
specimen without pinna apices as C. 
kaneharai from Kuwashima, a classical 
fossil-plant locality of the Itoshiro Sub· 
Group. In 1950 and 1964, HARRIS gave 
C. kaneharai an emended diagnosis based 
upon well-preserved specimens derived 
mainly from Yorkshire. They are as 
large as the original specimen in size, 

frond reaching 30-40 em in width. In 
contracted pinna bases, our specimens 
agree with the above mentioned C. kane
harai, but as formerly pointed out by 
HARRIS (1964), our species is quite dif· 
ferent from C. kaneharai, for the mar
gins narrow quickly to meet at an angle 
of about 50-60 degrees instead of gra
dually tapering and meeting at 15-20 
degrees in C. kaneharai. 

Original specimen of C. yokoyamai is 
imperfect, without apical portions of 
pinnae. A specimen described by KRAS
SILOV (1967, Pl. 52, fig. 1) from Ussuri
land as C. yokoyamae is rather smaller 
in size and is similar in pinna form to 
ours, but it differs from ours in more 
or less decurrent basiscopic margins. 

Conspicuously decurrent nerves at 
their bases are another characteristic 
feature of our species. Such feature is 
also seen in C. reedi and some of pinnae 
of C. lwneharai, but the former is easily 
distinguishable from ours in having long 
and narrow pinnae. As there are no 
other recorded species which show a 
closer resemblance any more, a new 
species is instituted here to accom
modate our fronds and the name Ctenis 
nipponica is proposed. 

Occurrence: Common. 
Reg. Nos.: KM-57101 (Holotype), KM-

61327 and KM-61328 (Paratype), KM-
61329, KM -61337. 

Ctenis kaneharai YOKOYAMA 

1906. Ctenis kaneharai: YoKOYAMA, p. 29, 
Pl. 9, figs. 1, 1a. 

1933. Ctenis kaneharai: YABE & OISHI, p. 32. 
1940. Ctenis kaneharai: OisHI, p. 296, Pl. 24, 

fig. 1. 
1950. Ctenis kaneharai HARRIS: p. 1001, Text

figs. 1-3, 4B. 
1961. Ctenis kaneharai KIMURA: p. 29, Pl. 6. 

fig. 1 (non fig. 2) 
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1964. Ctenis kaneharai: HARRIS, p. 112, Text· 
figs. 48, 49. 

Remarks: As formerly mentioned, 
Y AKOYAMA's original specimen from 
the plant bed considered to be Upper 
Jurassic at Nien-tsu-kou, Sai-ma-chi, 
Shen-ching-Sheng, Northeastern China, 
is imperfect one with several pinnae 
lacking the apical portion. 

Many fragments of Ctenis frond have 
been collected from the present locality, 
most of which have clearly been dis
tinguished from C. lwneharai in repre
senting pinna apices which are abruptly 
tapering. We named them Ctenis nip
ponica. 

The rest lacking apical portion of 
pinna are so close in general appearance 
to the original one and also OISHI's one 
from Kuwashima that we'd like to keep 
them under the name of C. kaneharaz, 
together with one specimen formerly 
described (KIMURA, 1961, Pl. 6, fig. 1) 
until further evidence will be in hand. 

HARRIS' specimens from Yorkshire 
have pinnae with tapering apices meet
ing at 15-20 degrees. He gave C. kane
harai an emended diagnosis based upon 
his good preserved material. Were the 
apical portion of pinna lacking in his 
material, they would closely agree with 
the ones from China and Japan. 

It seems to be quite questionable whe
ther the Japanese pinnae described under 
the name of C. kaneharai have apices 
like those of Yorkshire pinnae, or not. 

Occurrence: Not rare. 
Reg. Nos.: KM-59101, KM-61325, KM-

61326. 

Ctenis sp. (n. sp. ?) 

Pl. 44, fig. 3 ; Pl. 45, fig. 3 ; Text-fig. 2E 

Description of specimen: Pl. 44, fig. 3 
shows a part of frond of a single spe-

A B 

D 

Text-fig. 2. Pinna outline of Ctenis sp. 
(n. sp. ?) and those of allied species, A; Ctenis 
burejensis PRYNADA f. typica PRYNADA CO
pied from SAMYLINA, 1963, Pl. 11, fig. 1. 
B; Ctenis burejensis PRYNADA from VAKHRA· 
MEEV & DOLUDENKO, 1961, Text-fig. 26. C; 
Ctenis auriculata FoNTAINE from WARD, 1905, 
Pl. 29, fig. 1. D; Ctenis uwatokoi ToYA:I!A 
& OisHI from SzE & Hso, 1954, Pl. 49, fig. 
2. E ; Ctenis sp. (n. sp. ?) KIMURA & SEKIDO 
from KM-61450. 

cimen examined. Frond pinnate with 
fairly thick rachis, 5 mm across mea
sured on impression, sending off subop
posite pinnae perpendicularly from its 
upper lateral sides. Pinnae narrowly 
spaced,· long-triangular in shape about 
5 em long, with the acutely pointed apex 
meeting at angle of 50 degrees and with 
more or less contracted both margins or 
decurrent basiscopic margin, about 2 em 
wide at the base. Nerves delicate, 
numerous, 8 per em in density at the 
base, radiating towards the entire margin 
except most of the median part, often 
forking dichotomously forming meshes 
elongated in the longitudinal direction 
as shown in Pl. 45, fig. 3. 

Remarks: judging from long-trian
gular pinnae, fairly thick rachis and 
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delicate nerves being not decurrent at 
their bases, it can not be considered 
that this specimen is within the varia
tion of Ctenis nipponica newly described 
here. 

The known species which should be 
compared with the present specimen, 
might be Ctenis auriculata and' C. bure
jensis and its forma typica, but they 
differ in havi"ng fairly coarser nervation 
from the present one. Ctenis uwatokoi 
originally described by TOY Al'yiA & OISHI 

(1935) from Northeastern- China and 
Mongolia, is another allied species. but 
it differs from the present one in that 
most of pinnae have broadly rounded 
apices. 

Then finally the· present specimen 
seems to· be scientifically new, but the 
reason for making our hesitation for 
instituting the second now species here, 
is because of only a single and unsatis
factory specimen now in hand. 

Text-fig. 2 shows two. pinnae of the 
present. frond together with those of 
allied species mentioned above. 

Occurrence: Rare. 
Reg. No.: KM-61450. 
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Explanation of Plate 45 

Fig. 1. Ctenis nipponica KIMURA & SEKIDO sp. nov. : Paratype, KM-61328, showing the mid
dle portion of a frond, natural size. 

Fig. 2. Ctenis nipponica KIMURA & SEKIDO sp. nov. : Holotype, KM-57101, showing the pinna 
apices, enlarged from the holotype (KIMURA, 1961, PI. 6, fig. 2), x 1.5 

Fig. 3. Ctenis sp. (n. sp. ?) : showing the nervation, enlarged from KM-61450, x 2 
All specimens here described are deposited in the Komatsu City Museum, Ishikawa Pre

fecture. 
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600. COLAN! A DOUVILLE! (OZAWA), A FUSULINID FORAMINIFERA 

FROM THE NORTHERN KITAKAMI MOUNTAINS, N. E. JAPAN 

DONG RYONG CHOI 

Department of Geology and Mineralogy, Faculty of Science, 
Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 

::lt.i'l~;lt.J:.l.lJttU: IJ i!f L- t-::*Jjiifl!.h ft:ti Colania douvillei (OzA \\'A) (;:: "? 1, • -c : ;Jt.l'i!Ut..l: 
Llitl[i. J: fJ f'i*J.iiill:P,o) i!E/1:',$11'6-f;J:j;.~o.:, -c y t.: < , N eoschwogerinids fC.~ L- -c f:l:, N eoschwo
gerina sp. lJt.<Y Yabeina sp. 7.1;~-TFJfi.PG 9<11Gh-cv<~:d7);l,."(:Ji:,~o ~:fl·i.i;T~11JI'Il1111J!(Jjj 
H;ft.JII~I#i!Ifc.-cft:tit!K~rp Colania douvillei (OZAWA) ~l*!f:t..J-::O)l:~~~c.ITcif&~-9 
~0 ;ft.;'fJl;ft.J:l.lJtt!J.i.lEO)t,}Jiifl!1U: l-c f'ilfHJJO),ic·E~l:· (!;, ~, Col ani a douvillei (OzA \\"A) {;J:, 
r!=IJ'fll~,t.- A *J:ftll ~jffi:if,i· ~ J: '-'' tl'!Uil\ft:ti C. t.: ·o -c v• ~, 13 :;j(l: 1<11 G h~IU~ fJ l:·f:J:, Neos
chwagerinids C. L- -c f'i, F,=H\~;ft.l}JIO):;i(iJZi[\~LU (Neoschwagerina craticulifera? ~ 1:lET 
~) C. :J:l<f;:: :ltJ!:;ft.!!iiijO) ifti:Jl[1.0) --:Jl:· Ji:, ~ 0 "*. t-:, m:ft.]il[;lt.J:LlJJ:l[l. 7.1:, Cancellina-Minoella
Colania-Lepidolina bioseries l:·~;ffl&-?lt G h .:S mHiill!l1'::E.~IK t;::fti-9· ~ '!Ii.l:v • -o k" "5 ll)J G i.P 
fc.t.: -::> t-: 0 t~ * lit! 

Although the Palaeozoic deposits de
veloped in the northern part of the Ki
takami Mountains are seemingly to be 
Permian in age from the lithologic na
ture, at least so far as their major parts 
are concerned, fossils are very few. 
These deposits have been accordingly 
stratigraphically little investigated up 
to the present. 

In this short note new occurrence of 
fusulinid foraminifera, Colania douvillei 
(OZAwA) will be presented, which was 
actually discovered by the present 
author with Parafusulina sp. and coral 
fragments from a lenticular limestone, 
dark gray in colour, cropping out at a 
left bank of a river, about 700 m east of 
the Kitagawame primary school, when 
he recently made an excursion along the 
river Nagasawa, in the vicinity of Ha-

* Received Jan. 20, 1972; read Nov. 22, 1970 
at Hiroshima. 
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nawa-mura (village), Shimohei-gun (coun
ty), I wate prefecture. the central part of 
the Northern Kitakami Mountains. Geo
logy of the area is composed of the al
ternation of chert and slate. The limes
tone from which the fossils were found 
out is about 7 m in thickness, is observed 
to be intercalated in the thickly bedded 
black slate formation. 

As a matter of fact, the discovery of 
fusulinid foraminifera in this area above 
stated. is not new, since Y. ONUKI and 
H. Kuoo (1954) have already reported 
the occurrence of Neoschwagerina sp. 
and Parafusulina sp. from the same 
area, although the present author is not 
quite sure, whether or not the locality 
mentioned by them is same as the one 
by the author. Further, Y. ONUKI (1969} 
described the presence of Neoschwa
gerina sp. at Fukushi, Toyomane-cho 
(town), and Yabeina sp. from Wainai. 
Niizato-mura (village), Shimohei-gun 
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(county) of the same prefecture. 
However, all these fossils were merely 

listed up by those authors, and details 
of the fossils are unknown for us at 
the present. The present note will be 
eventually the first report on description 
of fusulinid fossils from the northern 
part of the Kitakami Mountains. The 
finding of such neoschwagerinid may 
be somewhat interesting, since this is 
one of the recorded northern limit of 
distribution in respect to such younger 
neoschwagerinid in Japan. 

Colania douvillei (OZAwA) is widely 
discovered in the upper Permian throu
ghout Japan, and has been regarded to 
be one of the remarkable fusulinid ele
ments of the Eastern Tethys Sea region. 
Nevertheless, two bioseries seem to have 

HANAWA-MURA 

0 1000m 

been distinguished in Japan amongst 
Neoschwagerininae. One of which is 
represented by such genera as Cancel
lina-Minoella-Colania-Lepidolina, while 
the other one is by Maklaya-Neoschwa
gerina, especially Neoschwagerina crati
culifera type- Yabeina, especially Yabeina 
globosa type series. Such two types of 
bioseries are also traced in Japan in 
somewhat different geographical pro
vince. By the finding of Colania dou
villei (OZAWA) from the Northern Kita
kami Mountains, it has become more 
obvious that the Kitakami Mountains 
belong to the district characterized by 
the former bioseries. It is also worthy 
of note that none of species belonging 
to the latter bioseries which is typically 
found in the central Japan, as Akasaka 

42. 

Ki taeawame 
Hanawa-:nura 

Text-fig. L Map showing the sampled locality. 
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district, is found until present m the 
Kitakami Mountains. 

Before going into description, the au
thor wishes to express his sincere thanks 
to Professor M. MINATO and Professor 
M. KA TO for their kindness in reading 
manuscript and valuable suggestions. 

Description of species 

Family Verbeekinidae STAFF & 

WEDEKIND, 1910 

Subfamily Neoschwagerininae 

'DUNBER & CONDRA, 1928 

Genus Colania L'EE, 1934, emend. 

OZAWA, 1970 

Colania douvillei (OZAwA) 

Pl. 46, figs. 1-6 

1906. Neaschwagerina glabasa DouviLLE, pl. 
17, pl. 18, figs. 1 & 2. 

1912. Neaschwagerina glabasa: DEPRAT, p. 
51, pl. IV, figs. 1-4. 

1925. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: OzAWA, pl. 
3, fig. 6; art. 6, pp. 55-57, pl. 11, figs. 
5 & 6. 

1935. Neaschwagerina dauvil/ei: GeBLER, pp. 
111-113, pl. 6, fig. 2; pl. 8 figs. 6 & 10 
(non pl. 7, figs. 7, 8, 10 & 11). 

1936. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: HuzrMOTO, 

pp. 114-115, pl. 23, figs. 1-5. 
1947. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: ToRIYAMA, 

pp. 78-79, pl. 17, fig. 8. 
1956. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: CHEN, pp. 

58-59, ;pl. 13, figs. 3-7; pl. 14, fig. 7. 
1958. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: ToRIYAMA, 

pp. 223-227, pl. 41, figs. 9-13; pl. 42, 
figs. 1-6. 

1958. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: SAKAGAMI, 

pp. 92-93, pl. 4, figs. 7-10. 
1959. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: NoGA:VII, pp. 

74-75, pl. 1, figs. 18-20. 
1959. Gijuella dauvillei: MINATO & HoNJo, 

table 3, no. 14; pp. 309 & 313. 
1960. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: KANUMA, pp. 

70-71, pl. 13, figs. 5, 6 & 7. 
1961. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: NoGAMI, pp. 

180-183, pl. 5, figs. 1-5. 
1961. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: SADA, pp. 

123-125, pl. 12, figs. 1-8. 
1963. Neaschwagerina dauvillei: HANZAWA & 

MURATA, pl. 17, figs. 1-10. 
1963. Neaschwagerina dauvi!lei: SHENG, pp. 

102 & 235-236, pl. 33, figs. 1-7. 
1970. Catania sp. sp. nov., OzAWA, pl. 1, 

figs. 2, 6-7; pl. 7, figs. 5-7. 
1970. Catania dauvillei: ·OZAWA, pp. 36-38, 

pis. 3-6. 

Material: UHR 19350-UHR 19385. De
posited in the Department of Geology 
and Mineralogy, Faculty of Sci~nce, 

Hokkaido University. 
Lectotype: R. TORIY AMA (1958) sele" 

cted the lectotype of this spedes as 
DouviLLE's Neoschwagerina globosa i!" 
lustrated as fig. 1, on pl. 18 in 1906. 

Description: Shell is large, fusiform 
with bluntly rounded poles and weakly 
convex mid-portion. Mature shell may 
possess more than 17 volutions. On 
account of ill·orienltation ·of thin sections 
and result of erosion out of the volu
tions of the specimens at hand, exact 
size of shell is un'known. Still, illus
trated specimen (fig. 3) shows to possess 
probabLy 15 to 16 volutions and esti
mated about 10. 4 mm in length and 
5.2 mm in width. The shell expands 
uniformly and .tightly throughout the 
growth of the she!.!. Height of volution 
in the outer volutions is 100 to 150 mi
crons. 

Size of proloculus is not correctly 
measured, since no well oriented sections 
are available for study, although it may 
be larger than 60 microns at least in 
diameter. 

Spirotheca is composed of tectum and 
keriotheca. Keriothecal structure is not 
well observable in certain part of spiro
theca but is distinct in other part of it. 
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The spirotheca gradually increases in 
thickness ; 10 to 15 microns in the inner 
volutions, and 40 to 45 microns in the 
·outer volutions. 

Transverse septu~a are slender and 
regularly spaced throughout the shell. 
The distal margin of them reaches the 
top of the parachomata. Incipient se
condary transverse septula appear from 
the middle to the outer volutions. 

Septa are numerous. Initial axial 
·septula begin to appear from the fifth 
to the sixth volution. So-called 1 type 
of them from the nineth, and 21, 21 + s, 
are observable in the outermost few 
volutions. 

Remarks: The present form is in· 
duded in the genus Colania by its large, 
slightly inflated fusiformed shell with 
regularly spaced slender transverse sep
tula, ill-developed secondary transverse 
septula. 

In application of the classification of 
Neoschwagerininae proposed by M. MI
NATO & S. HONJO (1959 & 1966), upon 
the basis of the axial septula, the pre· 
sent form shows to possess similar axial 
septula as Colania douvillei (OZAwA), 
collected from the " Gifuella " zone at 
Akasaka. Compared to the previously 
described Neoschwagerina douvillei by 
many authors, the present form repre· 
sents relatively primitive natures espe
cially in development o.f . axial septula, 
relatively thick spirotheca and small 
proloculus inspite of having larger shell 
than any other forms hitherto described. 

Neoschwagerina okuboi described by 
R. MORIKAWA and Y. SUZUKI (1961) from 
Akasaka may be highly probable to be 
synonymous with Colania douvillei. 

Colania kotsuboensis CHOI, from the 
southern Kitakami Mountains provides 
well developed axial and transverse 
septula than Colania douvillei. In this 
point these two forms are safely dis-

criminated. 
The present form is readily distingui

shable from Colania gifuensis and C. 
amicula in possessing larger shell with 
well developed natures of axial and 
transverse septula. 

Colania douvillei (OzAWA) has never 
been found out up to date in the Sou
thern Kitakami Mountains, although 
fusulinid fauna there has thoroughly 
examined by many workers. 
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Explanation of plate 46 

Colania douvillei (OZAWA) 

Fi-g. 1. Slightly parallel sagittal section. xlO, UHR 19360. 
Fig. 2. Deep parallel section, revealing the development of the axial septula. x 10, UHR 

19379. 
Fig. 3. Tangential section. Note -the secondary transverse septula in .the ·outer volutions. 

x 10, UHR 19356a. 
Fig. 4. Enlarged photograph of a parallel section, which shows the especially well developed 

keriotheca in the wall. x-100, UHR 19356b. 
Fig. 5. Enlarged photograph of fig. 3, showing the nature of primary and secondary trans

verse septula. x 100. 
Fig. 6. Parallel section. x 10, UHR 19384. 

Locality: Kitagawame, Hanawa-mura, Shimohei-gun, Iwate prefecture, Northern Kitakami 
Mountains. 
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